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Studerit Cou nc.
Fills Committees
by R. Cleveland Stokes
On September 22, the fourth Student Council session
of the Ray Parente Administration convened at Downs
Hall.
The meeting witnessed the appointments and approvals of the people to seat on the Finance Board and all
college and Student Org . Committees.
The prevailing atmosphere at · the student body. According to
the coun'cil_was frivolous , with
one senior on council, " One of
frequent
interruptions of the most important aspects of
speakers and cross dialogues that governance on campus are the
hampered the progress of the All-College Committees. "
business at hand .
At the last council meeting
Many council members felt
President Ray Parente pleaded
the business was too hastily carwith council members to take
ried out and much too little
part in the All College Comthought and discussion was
mittees as well as the Middle
given on committee appointStates Evaluation Committee.
Apparently the plea encouraged
ments. As Danny Lemberg said,
"Let's railroad them all through
some responses, the only aplike we have been doing."
pointment that had to be filled
The All-College Committees
was the one seat still open on the
Athletic Committee.
•listed below play an integral part
in the self-determination of
T~ese are the appointments to
policies _t hat will in time 3.ffect
(Continued on pa!}e 20)
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Council members Perrine, Marrero, and Corbacho at Friday nioht's council session
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KCTVReactivated
by Carlos de Sa
Student Council last Friday approved by consent KCTV's
proposed budget of' $1,235

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Mallozzi films the council session that reactivated KCTV.

Carolina-Wilmington
survey
turned up only eight percent of
the students swearing virginity.
But the ratio of sexually active
men to women consistently
differed, with 10 to 40 percent
more men indulging in rex. The
reason may have most to do with
the importance of many women
of an emotional commitment
prior to sex.
For example, a survey at Duke
University indicated two-thirds
of the women felt such a commitment necessary for a "sexual
encounter. "
But while this

percentage was similar for
Duke's virgin men, the nonvirgin men differed radically.
Two-thirds said a commitment
wasn 't necessary.
The same response was
,echoed at New Jersey's Farleigh
Dickinson University, where 66
percent of the males but only 36
perce nt of the females surveyed
said they thought it was okay for
a sexual partner to be a casual acquaintance. And a poll at California State Polytechnic University
showed the same sentiment.
Men cited sex as the single m0st
important factor in keeping a
relationship going. Women put
sex fifth on the list, below such
factors as love and meeting
mutual needs.
The differences in malefemale attitudes cause tension in
relationships, the surveys in-

have excellent administrative
skills," said Parente. "Al is a
former -

President Ray Parente's proposal
to appoint Phil Cafasso and Al
Mallozzi as temporary executive
officers of the TV station until
such time as a staff can be assembled and elections are held.
Parente's proposal , approved
in prior Executive Board session
by consent, was a result of his
special efforts to reactivate KCTV
as a funded group after its
proposed budget had been
tabled by Council in May due to
a lack of ~taffing. "I took Council's action as a charge upon
myself to try to reactivate the
station," said Parente.
During the Summer break,
Parente talked - to a number of
students about assuming temporary administration of KCTV's
operations. Most declined for
·1ack of time until Al Mallozzi and
Phil
Cafasso
expressed an
interest in the station. They discussed it with the Executive

Student Organization , Phil was
Editor in Chief of the
Independent and last year he
served as Chairman of CCB."
The first order of business for
the new executive officers of
KCTV is to take complete inventory of the equipment in order to
determine its working condition.
Cafas$o and Mallozzi found that
of their two porta-packs, one is
missing and the other is
inoperable, Qnly two cameras of
four and one recorder of three
are working, parts are missing
from their light equipment, and
a host of minor problems hinder
the station's effective operation.
"The broken equipment is the
same as last year's," said Cafasso.
He added, "I don't think the $500
allocated in our budget fQr
equipment maintenance will
cover the costs of repair."
President Parente stressed that
along with the reactivation of
KCTV an estimate of the cost of
repamng the equipment is
already in process. Once it is
completed immediate steps will
be taken to allocate the necessary additional funds for repair.
In spite of extreme operational
difficulties, Mollozzi and Cafasso
have already initiated some tentative projects to get KCTV back
on its feet. On the afternoon o f
.the Ali-Spinks fight, they hooked
"up a TV-set in Sloan Lounge and
re-broadcist a tape from the
station 's file featuring the classic
" Thrilla in Man i la "
confrontation between ~Ii and
Frazier. After getting clearance
from Parente, they taped last
Friday 's Council meeting. Most
recently, they have secured the
rights to tape the upcoming
theatre productions " Funny
Business" with the stipulation
that fifteen minutes of the tape
be given to the comedy show's
producers.
In Addition, Mallozzi and
Cafasso plan to introduce a news

Surveys Sh(!W Conservative View of Sex On Campus·
universities showing no exception . In fact, southern students
sometimes exceed the latest
national average of 74 percent . A
survey at Clemson University
(South Carolina) found only 11
percent of the men remaining
virgins, and a University of North

proposal were drawn up. "Both

following Student Organization

I

(CPS) - Popular rumor has it
that the student of 1978 is tending toward " a new conservatism ." While that view is contest. ed by many of today's students it
may hold true for a topic close to
many a student - sex.
A nationwide survey of sex on
campus, taken in 1976, found
equal numbers of male and
female virgins (26 percent) , with
sexual attitudes flavored by the
women 's liberation movement.
However, recent spot surveys
from around the country re-veal a
resurgence of some supposedly
dated patterns: There are still
more men than women sexually
active, and men and women still
differ drastically over the relative
importance of sex and love.
One thing that has remained
stable, though: the number of
sexually active students, with traditionally conservative southern

~

Board and the terms of the

dicate, but seems to be accepted
as inevitable. " A woman .always
gets emotionally involved when
th~re is sex, where a guy doesn ' t
necessarily," explains a University of Houston man. A State University of New York- Cortland
male student blames parental influence. " I believe sex has
brought me closer to many girls I
fooled around with ," he S\iid .
" However, I also know that some
girls just can 't have it' that way
because of the job their pa rents
did on them ."
The confusion over conflicting attitudes is undoubtedly
making many students defer sexual relations. Yet Allan Bell of the
Institute for
Sex
Research
predicts there won 't be any big
decrease in the number of sexually active students. He foresees
a campus trend towards " permissiveness with affection ."

Vlce-l"re,lde-nt

of

,.(Continued on page 20)
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by Joseph Williams
Veterans who believe they
may have a service co nnected
disability, but haven 't had it
classified as such by the VA,
should apply f,or a disability
classification at the campus Office of Veteran Affairs. Interested veterans should contact Mike
Driscoll, Veterans Admini stration Representative on Campus
(VROC) .
To be eligible for a service
connected disability classification the veteran would have to
have been disabled by injury or
disease incurred in or aggravated by active service in the line
of duty. Disability ratings range
from zero to 100%, with a monthly compensation rate for
veterans with a 10% or more
rating. A less than 10% rating carries no monthly compensation ,
but may be valuable by making
the veteran eligible for low cost
GI
life
insurance, priority
medical care, and protects the
veteran
against future deterioration of the injury or
illness.
Mike Driscoll explained that
certain veterans with a greater
than 12% service connected disability may also be eligible for
the Vocational Rehabilitation
(Voe Rehab) program . Veterans
interested in applying for the
Voe Rehab program can pick up
a VA for 22-1900 (Disabled Veterans Application for Vo~ational Rehabilitation) at the campus OVA, in the Kean building.
Following the filing of the VA
22-1900 with the VA, the veteran
will be called in for an examination by the VA to see if the
qualifications for vocational rehabilitation are met, Mr. Driscoll
continued . Under the program

l

AfFA[R-tTO•c~v--- ---~~ _~~::m!!~~~.~.;,?~
. ~;n~~~.~~.~,~~~
l:J•~

the VA determines if the veteran
needs training to overcome the
effect of the service connected
disability.
Disabled veterans training
under the voe rehab program are
provided as much training as is
needed to qualify for the occupation agreed upon by th e
veteran and the VA counselor. In
most cases, training will not exceed 48 months, but more ma Y.
be provided under certain circumstances. Seriously disabled
veterans may need additional
training to overcome the limitations imposed by their service
connected disability according
to the VROC).
Through the \loc Rehab
program the VA pays for training
expenses, including tuition , fees,
books , supplies, an_d equipment, and provides a monthly
subsistence allowance . This is in
addition to any compensation or
other benefits to which the
veteran may be entitled. Mr.

From Here.
by Andrew Welch
Before we get down to what
this column is going to try to get
across , I'd like to take a little of
your time and my space to set
down what it will not be .
There will be no simplistic procedures for saving your money
by " doing it yourself. " There will
be features on performing
various maintenance and repair
operations , but it will be
presumed that the reader has a
certain motivation for wanting to
get involved in the first place,
which in other words means that
if you are unfamiliar with cars in
general or just your particular

·
Driscoll explained that each
veteran is also assigned a Voe
Rehab counselor who is responsible for establishing a training
program. The counselor inducts
the individual into training in a
suitable facility, and maintains
personal
cohtact
with
the
.disabled veteran throughout the
training period .
Mr.
Driscoll
added
that
veterans are usually only eligible
for Voe Rehab for nine years
following separation from active
duty. The Vet Rep concluded by
encouraging any veterans who
feel they may qualify for the
program to contact him at the
OVA at 527-'2028 .
Steve Vence, Veterans Affairs
Coordinator, would like to
remind veterans that any time
you drop a credit load you
should report it to the VA office
or it could result in delayed
monies. Also any veteran with
problems concerning veterans
should call 527-2028 or 2029.

• •
model, get yourself a manual. It
can be either a general repair
book, or a specific model manual
that you obtain from the company. You '-11 save yourself a lot of
aggrevation , time, and possible
increased expense . This particularly applies to anyone who
operates a foreign model, not
that the term implies only imported types, but those gems
that make even the 'master mechan~c" wish they' d taken up
basket weaving. Having the
proper procedure for any repair
or maintenance job reduces the
complications. A specific manual
is always good to have when it
comes time for you and your

usually don t make great
reading. However, they do play a
role of sorts in-what families have
to pay to eat and how much
farmers get for what they
produce . The millions of figures
churned out by government
computers also can be used to
help form public images of
farme rs, middlemen and even
cons umers who buy the food .
For years, one of the most
popular statistics was one in
which food spending was expressed as a percentage of disposable personal income. This
f igure, a national ratio of take-'
home pay related to the food
bill , was used to illustrate how
well-off Americans really were in
comparison with the rest of the
world. In other word s, ✓if food
bills took 50 percent of the
national take-home pay in one
country and 44 percent in
another country, it was easy to
say that Americans were much
better off, when only 17 or 18
percent of their disposable income went for food. This kind of

by Secretaries of Agriculture,
and many others in and out of
government, to defend farmers
during times of rapidly rising
food costs.

Conceivably, the "low food
costs " implied by such statistics
have helped temper some consumer reactions to soaring
grocery bills. Al so, in a broad
sense, the figures may have
slightly influenced some agricultu ral policy decisions.
Lobbyists and farm belt members of Congress would say
something like this : " Last year
Americans paid only 16 percent
of their take-home pay for
groceries. " Armed with such an
impressive statistic, it was easier
tor the lobbyists and lawmakers
to seek higher federal price supports, direct subsidies and other
benefits to help farmers, no
more.
The Agriculture Department,
traditionally the source of that
food-price statistic, has stopped
reporting it. The department also
no longer officially proclaims
that food is a bargain by using the
figures.

To There
loved one to travel in separate
directions, and left in the. car
when it is put in for service, is a
great help to the mechanic. As
for anyone who scoffs at reading
a manual , be they professional or
amateur mechanic, they are not
worth what you paid to read this
column . Or you may plan to use
it to line the hub caps so that the
next time you change a flat, you
dori't look like you stepped out
of the ring with a kangaroo . Bear
in mind though , since you don 't
walk your wheel covers, you
must change its papers .

One reason the practice was
discontinued is that USDA has
been persuaded by Agriculture
Secretary Bergland and others
that the statistic was misleading,
and often was used to portray
situations no.t intended by the
figures. For example, in 1977 the
national
disposable
income
available to Americans was
almost one and one-third trillion
dollars. Spending on food, not
counting alcoholic beverages,
was about 218 billion dollars.
.
.

As for what this column is supposed to do, till the next time.

(Contmued on page 20/
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l ampus Housing L'onslfmer L'ommentary
By now you have lived in the
dormitories for four weeks . You
may or may not have formu lated your own ideas and
opin ions about life in the dorms.
These opinions may be positive
or negative depending on your
particular frame of referen ce. As
for myself I happen to really enjoy dormitory livin g. There are
however certain things that if el iminated would make my
residency far more enjoyable .
One of the major problems
concerning the Residence Halls
that really ticks me off is the way
damage costs are assessed . Like
taxes damage fees cannot . be
avoided . In an y given year you
may or ma y not have apartment
damages, but you will always be
held respon sible for damages
that occur throughout the building. I have no qualms about pa ying these fees, but what does
bother me is the fact I don 't
know exactly how these fees are
being used . Often times these
fees are not uniform . That is to
say that build ing damages o fte n
va ry from f loor to floor . In som e
ca ses one floor ma y be held responsible for damages that occ ur
on that f loor, so their damage
fees may be more or less depending on the assessment of the
Housing staff. To m y amazement
my next door neighbor wa s
charged for building damages
amounting to over seven dollars,
while my building damages were
less than three dollars. It's quite
obvious that our building
damages and floor damages
should have been similar since
we both reside on the same floor
and had no apartment damages
assessed. Why was there such a
large discrepancy in damage
fees?

Anoth_er

repaired . He paid the damage are 1.D. card s for? The
fee over the summer and came Recreation Center also has
back to the same apartment to limited hours after which it is
find, to his astonishment, the locked up tighter than the prosame unchanged damaged tiles verbial drum . It wou ld be quite
that he had paid to have interesting to see someone
replaced . Where did his damage attempt to damage or rip-off the
fee go? This is a damn shame. pinball machines with the CamSorry about the temper folks, but pus Police right next door.
I always believed that if you pay
Rumor has ii lhal Rogers Hall
for_ maintenance, it should be has been lurned inlo a penal
done, So sayeth the lord !
colony. Move over Devil's I
In last weeks column I told the
Island!
Housing Office to take a bow for
·'
P.S. If any residents or even
the new recreation center.
Perhaps I spoke too soon .. you Housing personnel have any
Residents are now going to be gripes, comments or i · 1s for me
required to pay a two dollar to cover, drop me a , • in the
deposit to use the ping-pon g Indy office c/o The Hometables and the pool tables . What steader .
MAIN GYMNASIUM HOURS
Mo nda y-Frida y
3:00-5 :00 p. m.
7: 00-11 :00 p .m.
Saturday & Su nday
11 :00 a.m.-4:00 p .m.
GYMNASIUM D (SMALL GYM)
Mo nday- Frida y
3: 00-11 :00 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday
11 :00 a.m .-4 :00 p.m.
Th e fa c ilities are ope n to a ll st ud e nt s, fac ul ty and staff of Kean
Colle ge. A valid I.D. card is re quired for ent ran ce. Alumni Associatio n
may use th e fac ilities on Fridays and Sun days.
Imm e d iate fa mily membe rs of fac ul ty a nd staff who wish to use the
faci lit ies mu st secure a pass from th e De pa rtm e nt of In tramuralRecreational Spo rts. Thus pass can be o btai ne d M o nd ay-F rid ay (8 a.m.5 p.m .) in Roo m D-114, D' Angola Gymna sium .

The thi ng that reall y gets my
dander u p is wh en a resi dent is
charged a mai nte nance fee and
the mainte nance is sim p ly not
do ne. One pa rticu lar re si dent
was cha rged an astronomi cal fee
to have damaged floor ti les

the Hot Line Staff. Single Parents,
Surviving Loss, and Jogging
• groups have been offered upon
request. S.A. Y., Students Assisting You , is a new program
based on the concept of peer
counseling . The S.A.Y. program
was developed in the Spring
semester. The staff of the
Counseling Center will train and
oversee the students involved in
the S.A .Y. program .
The Counseling Center o ffers
personal ity testing, vocational
testing, and Survey of Study
Habits tests. The M .A .T. which is
required by many Graduate
programs is administered by the
Center with a cost o f $10.00 for
the testing .
With the start o f the Fall
semester, the staff of the
Counseling Center is investigating new are;is of Student
interes t. These area s will
generate new groups and
workshops.
The Counsel ing
Center is open to student, faculty
and staff input on ideas for
groups that you would like to see
offered. The office hours of the
Counseling Center are 9 a.m . - 5
p.m . Monday through Friday,
and evening hours are made by
appointment.

Now there's a Tampax tampon
designed to meet every need
SUPER PLUS

problem that has

been bothering me ever since I
moved in is the problem of
shortages. The shortages I am
referring to are simple
apartment furnishings. Nothing
appears to be in stock. Things
like lounge chairs, and globe
lamp shades are simply rarities.
One resident has been waiting
for a year to receive living room
lou nge cha irs because hi s ol d,
b rok en chairs cou ld not be
repair~d . The story does not stop
here. Maintenance took hi s
broken chairs that cou ld be used
· o n a limi ted bas is if necessa ry
and left h im nothin g. Tha t's
rig ht, no thin g! The man ha s no
chai rs to sit in .

As you walk into the Bookstore
Building, on your right there is
an office complex housed by the
Counseling Center . So, what is
the Counseling Center? The
Counseling Center services the
Kean .College community by
providing assistance in personal
problems, emotional strains,
academic
and
vocational
guidance . These services are
made possible through the
professional staff working in the
Counseling Center. The staff
consists of the Counseling Services Director, Dr. Marcella
Haslam , the Counseling
Psychologists, Jose Quiles, three
Counseling Graduate Assi stants,
Ofelia Oviedo , Marge Cameron ,
and Joe Gabriel, and Counseling
Graduate
Interns,
Michelle
Chabbot and Meg Pratt .
The staff works with groups,
workshops and individual
counseling . The Counseling
Center has provided successful
programs such as Assertiveness
Training, Text Anxiety Workshop
and Self-Growth Group.
Members of the Counseling Staff
have been involved with the
Leadership Weekend sponsored
by Student Org . and also training
of resident hall R.A .'s as well as

Super Plus Tampax tampons are ideal for
heavy flow days because there is no
tampon that's more abso rbent or more
comfortable. With the extra protection
Supe~ Plu s tampons provide, yo u may
never again need th e help of a pad .
When yo ur flow is not as heavy, taper off
to Su per or Regular Tampax-tampons .

SUPER
Super Tam pax tampons are the # 1 choice of more women
than any other tampo n in the world . Like all Tampax
tampons, they're designed to confo rm natura lly to your
inner contours. You can depyp d on th em to help you
avoid menstrual bypass and embarrassing acciden ts like
leakage and staining.
~~~ci..~, Tcnn ,; Clnthe< AMF / Hc,1<lSpor1, Wear

~

;;

NAYYOFFICEL

REGULAR

.YOU GET RESPONSIBILlffi
~, THE MOMENTYOU~
'•
GET THE STRIPE$..,.

Regular Tampax tampons are perfect
for a lighter fl ow. T hey're easy to insert.
Like Su per and Su per Plus, th e smooth
con tainer- applicator places th e tampo n
correctly and hygienically.
.
Your fin gers never touch th e tampon. Unlike tam po ns
with plastic applica tors, both the tampon an d applicator
are flu shable and biod egradable.

t-

A lot of companies will offer you
an important soundin g title.
But how many offer you a really
important job.
In t he Navy, you get one as
soo n as you earn your commission. A job "'ith responsibility.
A job that requires skill a nd
leadership. A job that's m ore
t han just a job, because it's also
an ad venture.
If that's the kind of job yo u're
looking for, speak to your local
recruiter. Con tact :

Boaslswain Male
Second Class Budd
351-2655

·. Tampax tampoi:is now give you even more
·. freedom of choice.

The feminine protection more women trust
MAOE ONLY BY TAMPAX INCORPO AATEO, PALM ER , MASS,

'

TAMPAX®
tampons
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independenl
EDITORIAL
Amongst the stories that you will not be reading in today' s
Independent are; the story behind the hold up on the food services bids, when we'll be getting our ID cards, what happened at
the last Faculty Senate meeting, and many more. The reason for
this lack is our lack, we don't have the personnel in our news
department to cover these stories. We don't even have a News
Editor.
The reason why we're crying to you now is because we expect
you to come crying to us later with, "Why wasn't our event
covered!" As we've said above, we need you to put our: news
department together. Do not dare to say later on that the Indy's
coverge is biased when we have extended such an open in__:.vitation to you to cover the stories.
That's right, you. We need you on our staff. So come to our
staff meeting tomorrow at 1 :30 in the Independent office room
number, CC115 (the College Center) and meet the Editors.
It is your paper and you'll only have yourself to blame if it
doesn't meet your expectations. Don't sell us and yourself short,
c'mon down and sign up!

t'/VI

lNNOCE-NT
·t TELL

You,,,

.

nde endent
etters~p

Abbate Speaks ...
Let the Listener Beware
Dear Editor,
Like many students, I am thoroughly disgusted with the fucked
up parking situation . Last week I drove around campus for at least
20 minutes trying to find a legal parking spot, not a fucking spot
was to be found I Since I had paid my $10 to park on campus , that's
just what I was going to do.
I parked against the curb in the farthest end of the V.E. lot. I was
appalled when I returned to my car to find a parking ticket. Now I
ask you a question, If there are no parking spaces left where the
fuck am I going to park? I paid my money and I am going to park
on campus as a result I have another $10 fee to pay for a summons.
Something has got to be done about the shitty parking on this
campus. Many a time students have suggested to their so-called
representatives to adjust the parking situation. BUT NOTHING
HAS BEEN DONE.
It is time council thought of the students and not of what they
can gain. All of you council members and Executive Board members worked hard to campaign for your positions, NOW GET OFF
YOUR ASSES AND DO SOMETHING.
Thank you ,
Gino Abbate, Jr.

Don't Bust My Beers
Dear Editor,
Did you ever want to get some beer for personal pleasure? Then
thought of getting into the car and driving a few miles 'turned you
off?
For your information there is a retail liquor outlet within 3
blocks of the residence halls named " The Campus Inn. Not the
classiest joint but it will suffice. Recently, in the quest to quench
my thirst, I tried to jump the fence to buy some beer. As I reached
the top of the fence, I realized it has just been tarred. Why would
any asshole in his (or her) right mind want to tar a fence. Why don' t
they just open the fence to let resident students do their shopping
be it at the Campus Inn, Kampy's Korner or any store along Elmora
Avenue . Why waste money on tar and manpower just to bust my
balls .
Frank Fj nnerty

independenl
The opinions expressed in the signed columns and interviews of
this newspaper do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors.
Nor is anything printed in this paper, unless directly noted as such, to
be taken as official policy or opinion of the college or of Student
Organization .

Editor in Chief: J. Thomas Coholan
Managing Editor . . ... .. .. ... ... .. . . . .. ..... .... Robert Siniakin
Feature Editor ..... .. . . . .. ... ...... ..... Lynn Richmond Bowers
Photo Editor . .. . .. ..... .. . . . . . . .. . . .... . .... .. ..... Daniel Pyle
Arts and Graphics Editor . .. ... . .. . . . . . . . .. .... . ... Kris Milochik
Copy Editor .. . . . .............. . ......... . ..... . .. Ellen Jarocha
Editors
Cathy
Shepherd
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___. · Assistant
Assistant Feature
Photo Editors
.. .......
. ..... ....
.. . McMullen,
.. . ........ Dawn
. . Ralph
Abbate

Assistant Arts and Graphic Editor .. . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . Ray Lago
Centerfold Coordinator . ... . . . .. . . ... ... . .. . .. .. ... . Ed Dressler

.

FREE
LEGAL SERVICES

Cou,nseling By A Practicing Attorney
Every Thursday from 1 :00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICES
COLLEGE CENTER BLDG .
Kean College of New Jersey
(
PROBLEMS?

News
Al Schaefer, The Homesteader, R. Clevela.nd Stokes
feature
Stephen Bowers, Nancy Crespo, Cathy Crisafulli, Ed ·Favor, Hazel
Hardgrave, Deborah Orazi, Russell Stokes
Photo
- Rick Friedman, Dave_Dikun, Joe Leatherwood
Sports
Dave Schwenzer, Frank Whalen

Publishe<;i every Thursday o f the academic year. Deadline fo1
material is the Fridav orior to publication.
OFFICES:
Colrege Center - Phon e 355-01 74 o r extensio n 2339

Member United States St~dent Press Association
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( or someone like you)
Someone interested in making
our nevvspaper great,
fantastic, and loveable
.(along vvith help from
our establish.ed staff.)
/

I1.rni1 @Mi1 Y@MIBJ ~IBJ~#.\,raw~

~~~oo~a~~

OrM iJ(g]~ OrM@~[f)~[M[ID~(Mtf
reporters
writers
photographers
typers ,
proof. readers

-..__

Come to the Independent office
between 1 :30 & 4 P-.M.
Tomorrow
Refreshments will be served

'
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by Robert Kern
The primary purpose of w ine is
to make food taste better. Over
the years certain affinities have
developed. There are certain
wine connoisseurs who would
rather not eat oysters than have
them without a glass of chilled
chablis. But, of course, these
people are in the minority, and
oysters are not only good with
Chablis but with any dry or
medium white wine such as an
Alsatian or a Moselle.
Oysters , for that matter, are
good without wine . If you enjoy
them with a white Burgundy that
is you r p riv ilege, and you may
f ind t hat chilled Loire Valley
white su its your taste better than
any other w ine.
The suggestions that follow,
therefore, are only a guide for
your convenience .. They are not
meant as instruction and are personal preferences :
Ho,rs d'Oeurve: Dry sherry
(fino or amontillado) , dry champagne, Vouvray or other Loire
Valley white, dry Moselle, dry
California Semillon , and rose
wine .
Shellfish: Chablis, Sancerre,
Vouvray, Alsation Wines like
Reisling or Traminer , dry
Moselle, Pi not Blanc, Grey Reisling.
Fish: White Burgundy, Rhine
or Moselle, dry white Bordeaux,
Dry Semillon or Folle Blanche.
Soups: Usually no wine is advisable, but a medium sherry or
Madiera wine is traditional with
turtle soup.
Chicken: The ideal choice is a
red wine, like the lighter types of
Bordeaux, Burgundy, or Rhone;
a de-aujolais is very good, too.

Even a rose is suitable, particularly if the chicken is cold. Some
people prefer a white wine; if so,
an Alsation or Moselle, or possibly a white Burgundy, are appropriate.
Duck, Goose: A fine heavy red
Burgundy, or possibly a Rhone

red . A Beaujolais is not too bad ,
and some of the Italian reds do
not make an unsuitable combination . A Cabernet Sauvignon
or Gamay are the best American
varietal types.
Beef: Any dry red wine including all of the Burgundy,
Bordeaux, or Rhone wines; also
good are most of the dry Italian
reds . Beaujolais is satisfactory,
too . Valdepenas or Rioja reds are
acceptable among the Spanish
wines. The Pinot Noir is first
choice among the American
varietals ; the Gamay would be
second .
Pork and Veal: Here you could
serve either a red, white, or ros e
wine . The classic wine with pork
is a dry German wine, either
Rhine or Moselle. With veal , a
light red Bordeaux is best . The
Cabernet Sauvignon is preferable among American red
varietals, the Johannisberger
· Riesling among the whites.
Spaghetti (pastas): If the pasta
has a fish sauce, _any Italian dry
white wine, or possible a dry
white Bordeaux. All other pastas
are best with a dry Italian red , of
which the most popular is Chianti , although not necessarily the
best. Barbera, Zinfandel , or
grignolino are the most satisfactory of the American red varietals.
Salad: No wine, for the vinegar
or lemon juice of the salad spoils
the flavor of the wine.

Sausages,
tongue, sweetbreads, kidney, liver, etc.: By far
the best combination with
variety meats is a very light red
Bordeaux, or possibly a light
Burgundy; sweetbreads may be
somewhat better with a white
wine if served with a cream
sauce ;
Cabernet
Sauvignon
among the American types.
Cheese or cheese dishes: Any
red wine, particularly Bordeaux
or Burgundy; with a separate
cheese course at the end of the
meal port wine is superb .

Barbecued foods: Any hearty
red wine like Beaujolais, Rhone
red, or almost any dry Italian red
wine.
Desserts: Sweeter . types of
champagne, Sauternes, sweet
German wines especially the
Beeren Auslese type . Sweet
Semillon is the best American
Variety.

" Every redblooded American
boy should ride a bike with no
hands and win some merit
badges and go to bed with a
household name, " I said. " Some
of them don 't get over it, that's
all. I had my celebrity innings,
but I'm no locker room historian.
I outgrew my bike, too, Lee. It's a
big scene here. Rich silent house
and the closed door and your
tight pants and that rostrum type
bed. And the mutual attraction.
But it isn't worth it. It would be
like being taught to dance by
your older sister. She would
keep trying to lead, and give irritable little instructions, and
counting out loud and spoiling
the music. Then she would give
you a patronizing little pat and
say you did fine. "
" For a moment she had the
malignant rigidity of a temple
demon. Then an urchin grin,
seen often in your favorite movie
houses, broke it up. "My God,

by Rabbi Joseph Lichtman
The Jew finds himself today in
the midst of a period of introspection . The Rosh Hashanah
and Yorn Kippur observances affords him the opportunity to
seek God and ask Him for forgiveness for his failings as human
beings.
The secular word in which we
live does not place emphasis on
moral values. Instead, it tends to
glorify
and
reward
errant
behavior on behalf of the rich
and powerful. It is bE:cause of this
attitude that religion must step in
and exert a sobering influence
into the mainstream of American
Life.
The Jew stands before the
Heavenly Tribunal and expresses
his regret at having succumbed
to a totally secular life devoid of
an y religious influence. For it is
th e teachings of our scholars and
saints that somehow put us back
on the right path .
It is a fact that on many college
campuses the student has sought

ways of returning to a divine
mentor. He has begun to reject
false ideology and alien
concepts . The intelligent mind
can no longer reconcile the
hypocrisy of living one way and
preaching another. In short he
reaches out for the eternal truths
which don 't change with the
wind, and which only can assure
him peace of mind.
A sincere return to noble
values and moral behavior is in
reality the theme of the High
Holidays. It is a theme which has
application for all people,
regardless of his religious beliefs .
It is God 's wish that man be
ever sensitive to the world
around him , be insensed when
an injustice is committed and be
compassionate for the downtrodden .
It is my hope that the st udent
body use the ministry office for
guidance in ways of returning to
a sensible way of life. Seek us out
and we, in the service of God,
will reach out to you.

you are a strange one, McGee.
You wouldn't want me as a gift,

huh?"
"Not unless and unt,il it could
be more than this for us, Lee."
" You mean like real true
love?"
"Affection,
understanding,
need and respect. You can be
sarcastic about that, too, if you
want. Bed is the simplest thing
two people can do. If it goes with
a lot of other things than it can be
important, and if it goes with
nothing else, it isn 't worth the
time it takes."
Travis McGee, from " The
Quick Red Fox'. ' by JohFI D. MacDonald.

Every year at this time we start getting ready for PLEDGING. Meet
the Greeks will be on Friday, Oct. 9, from 8 p.m. till 1 a.m. There will
be free beer and music provided by I.F.C.S. Meet the Greeks is an
event where students can get to meet the Fraternities and the
Sororities of I.F.S.C. All students are welcome to attend . If you are
interest~d in any of the fraternities and sororities they will have open
teas which you are also invited to attend where you can get to know
the groups a bit more person2JI>•
Alpha Theta Pi was given an award for outstanding participation of
a greek group in last years Dance Marathon.
Omega Sigma Psi is happy to announce that they have a new
location in the Snack Bar.
If your organization is not on a committee see Greg Cuzzolino
from Nu Sigma Phi. The committees are Pledging, Social , Athletic,
Scholarship, Auditing, and Fund Raising.
Barbara Downey announced the time to see the
checkboard is on Mondays at 12:15 till 1 :30.

I. F.S.C.

Calendar of Events

by Deborah Orazi
Everyone today knows that
anything
with
the
word
"Beatles" on it is bound to attract
an eager public (after all isn 't that
why you're reading this article?),
but more significant "than the
guaranteed audience is the
amount of money the word
generates. Any person with
whom the Beatles even faintly associated with can write down
their recollections and rake in
the dough, witness " The Longest
Cocktail Party" by Richard
Dilello or " The Man Who Gave
the Beatles Away " by Alan
Williams.
If anyone has a right to publish
memoirs about the Fab Four
then it must surely be an ex-wife,
Cynthia Lennon . Her new book,
A Twist of Lennon is not yet
available Stateside but promises
to hit the stores soon . The cover
blurb claims that Cynthia will
reveal great insights and much
gossip within , but what we get
are the gentle reminiscences of
an unaffected woman still in awe
of her ex-husband and his
friends.
Factually nothing new is imparted (it's no secret the Beatles
used drugs), and Cynthia Lennon
speaks ill of no one. What we do
get is the story of a young woman
growing up in Northern England

during the late fifties and early
sixties, who by sheer accident
(for they had very little in common) meets and marries and
divorces a Beatie. Of course he
wasn 't a Beatie when they met
but Cynthia shared the better
part of those hectic Beatlemania
years with Lennon.
As Cynthia tells it everything
and everyone around
her
changed at an excellerated, unnatural pace in those years, not
the least of whom was John Lennon. The book portrays John as a
rather indifferent father and husband. We learn little of John 's
relationship with their son Julian
or of their homelife. Hunter
Davies gives a mo.re accurate account in his outdated biography
" The Beatles : An Authorized
Biography. "
Included in the book's center
pages are some family photos,
most we're familiar with but a
few are worth the price of the
book . My favorite is one of a pre-Fab Four John wearing horn
rimmed glasses with his arm
around his mother-in-law .
Cynthia also ch o se to include
some original illustrations and
poetry of hers between chapters .
This leaves us with the question " Wh o is this book written
for? " I would have to say die hard
Beatlemaniacs because it will

Meet the Greeks, Oct. 6 - 8 p .m . - 1 a.m .
Omega Sigma Psi is sponsoring a Plant Sale in the Student Center
hold no fascination for those
with only a casual interest and on Sept. 28 - 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
knowledge of the band, but it
will delight those who
remember and loved the whole
Beatie phenomenon.
What this book fails to mention completely is where
everyone is today. I know that
Cynthia · married again a cou pie
Freshmans should be made
of times but she never tells us
DISCO PARTY for Freshmansl
aware that there are Hispanics on
what she's doing today. Their son As a custom, the SPANISH CUL- campus who care and are willing
Julian must be a teenager by TURAL AND SOCIAL CLUB, will
to help.
now. How has he adjusted to his have a party to welcome all new
The Disco will take place on
family's many changes? And students.
The party will give everyone a Friday, October 6th at 9 p .m. It
most important - where's John
Lennon when we need him?
chance to meet others . will be held in the Grill Room in
the Student Center, (next to
Student
Organization) .
Admission is FREE. Snacks and refreshments will be served.
Most Played· Vinyl at WKCU

p
,,ilfc~
ue asa~,~
~

Week of September 11, 197·8
1. 'oarkness on the Edge·of Town
2. Eddie Money
3. Feels So Good
4. Some Girls
5. Stranger
6. AII-N-AII
7. Blondie
8. Out of the Blue
9. Street Legal
10. Weekend in LA

Bruce Springsteen
Eddie Money
Chuck Mangione
The Rolling Stones
Billy Joel
Earth, Wind, ancj Fire
Blondie
Electric Light Orchestra
Bob Dylan
George Benson

We want everyone to come
out and enjoy the ''Salsa and Disco" sound . "MR. RHYTHM
MACHINE," Carlos Gonzalez,
will D.J. all night.
Anyone who is interested in
becoming a member of the
SPANISH CULTURAL AND
SOCIAL CLUB is welcomed to ·
attend tne general meetings.
Meetings are held every Tuesday
at college free hour, 1 :40 p .m. in
the Spanish Club Office, CC116
(Student Center) .
See you there!
Nancy Crespo

· September 28, 1978
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by Paul Davis
Last week I told you about a
vote of Congressman Matt
Rinaldo. Well today I received an
answer. It seems that Mr. Rinaldo
voted to override the Presidents' veto because he felt that
spending 1.9 billion dollars on a
nuclear carrier vs. spending 1.7
billion on a conventional one in
his words are "I concluded that
the overwhelming weight of
evidence supports - in regard to
both a strong Navy and costeffectiveness-construction
of
the nuclear carrier." If you
reread last weeks ROLL CALL
you will see I said it would cost
2.4 billion. After checking I find
all the reports say 2.4 billion so
now I ask you to find out for
yourself.
I had intended to continue on
about the congressional races today but something came up. In
last weeks Bulletin Bored was a
notice to all funded groups that
their constitutions must be submitted to Valerie Allen (our
Veep) by Sept. 29 or their funds
would be frozen . This threat,
treezing of Funds has never sat
well with me. So it is for this
reason I write the following
column and tell the· ladies and
gentlemen of Student Org., the
Executive Committee and President Ray Parente that the honeymoon is over.
We as students have a government - it is called Student Organization. We elect an Executive Body and we have a
Legislative Body which we also'
elect and we have a sort of
Judicial Branch that is appointed . All of these branches of our
government are further broken
down into committees. So you
see our government here is just
like the-real big one in Washington. Our mommy's and daddy's
in the real world pay something
called taxes to help run our real
government for this they
received something called services. Now boys and girls here in
never, never land we have a tax,
we pay something called a
Student Activity fee to help run
our governm_e nt and for this we
receive something called the
shaft. If you are a member of a •
funded troup your organization
either has had their funds frozen
for some infraction of a rule or

has been threatened with the
freezing of their funds. In the
past I have been so threatened
for failure to put the name
Student Organization in a story
("remember Student Org. is paying for this" ) and for not having
my books checked on time. Now
I find that this threat is being
made to every funded group on
camp1:1s. Why? Because Student
Org. decided that their policy is
that the groups should submit
their constitutions every year to
make sure that any amendments
are in keeping with Student
Orgs. constitution. This is a good
policy save for the fact that they
did not ask the groups to submit
any
amendments
but
DEMANDED that all constitutions be submitted, and then
tack a threat to the end of the
demand .
The purpose of ROLL CALL is
to inform the student body
about politics. To date I have
kept politics where most people
want it, far away. But the time has
com to let you in on the secret,
the political process is never far
away. We are all affected by our
political system in some way
every day. This is a fact of life that
can be (and is) ignored by most
people. But even if it is ignored it
does not change, it does not go
away. Here on campus we see it
now. Student Org. is a political
system and we as students are
citizens of that system. This being
the case then it follows that we
have a voice in the affairs of our
government. Why, because we
are paying for the damn thing
that 's why. Throughout the
· nation taxpayers are in revolt
over big uncaring government.
Proposition 13 in California the
defeat of Gov. Dulkacus in
Massachusetts, the Kemp-Roth
Bill the Presidents attempt to cut
taxes. How then do we differ?
We don 't, when our government acts as if they are better
then us maybe then the time has
come for us to act. The time has
come for the students to ·tell
Student Org. something they
seem to have forgotten . That
money is ours, not theirs - it is to
be used by us, not them. They are
our representatives elected to
represent and to act in o-ur behalf
for our good. If they cannot or

(Continued on page 8)
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FALCONS ROSE DRIVES .EM WILD
He's been pegged as " the next
Springsteen " over and over
again and it's easy to see why.
Falcon has all of the right moves
that will easily put him in the
front of the line of tomorrow's
rock super stars.
"Billy Falcon's Burning Rose"
is: Bill¥-_ Falcon-guitar and lead.
vocals;
Michael Visaggio-all
keyboards, flute and vocals;
Ricky Zollo-lead guitar, background vocals; Billy Milnedrums, percussion and vocals;
and Glenn Eichler-bass and harmonica.
The group has recently
released their first album on
Manhattan Records cal-led Billy
Falcon's Burning Rose. This LP is
a powerhouse of good old
American rock n' roll , Falcon's
live performances are simply
energizing. When Burning Rose
takes the stage, the effect is like
that of a bomb exploding only
this explosion never stops until
Billy takes his final bow. The
members of Burning Rose are all
excellent musicians but it is

Falcon himself who pulls the
whole show together and makes
it much more than just worthwhile.
Their first show at Creation
was unlike anything I have ever
seen in my many years of
concert-going. Billy Falcon's
ability to communicate with his
audience goes unmatched by
. any other artist I have known. His
stage presence is totally electrifying. Falcon is certainly a
master at his craft. Falcon is constantly moving; always running
about and dancing like a true
rock n' roller. Toward the end of
his show, Billy ran deep into the
crowd and danced his way onto a
small cocktail table and continued his song from therel
"Crazy," you say? Yes, I
thought so, too, at first, but the
overall effect of his wildness is
phenomenal! Billy Falcon had all
of Creation on its feet that night;
the crowd was going absolutely
crazy over this guy and his brand
of high-energy rock n' roll I
Falcon performed the songs

off of his first album plus one
which is unrecorded as of yet.
"Sailor Boy, Sail Away," and "Friday Night" were most impressive.
Billy Falcon 's Burning Rose is
at work on a new album right
now but it is not expected to be
released for a few months. His
first album however is definitely
one to add to your shopping list.
I must say that I really enjoyed
every minute of Billy Falcon's
show at Creation and can ' t wait
to see him again. This was one of
the greatest shows I've seen in
quite a long time. Billy Falcon's
Burning Rose is well on their way
to becoming a new rock n' roll
tradition. Definitely try to catch
their show the next time they're
in •town . It's one that no true rock
n ' roller would want to miss. And
maybe someday we can all say ...
"Billy Falcon? Yeah, I saw him
when he was just starting out. "
Nancy Frank
Managing Editor
Music Box

PIERCE ARROW HI'I'S THE MARK
the groups show, although each
musician proved throughout th~
course of the gig that they could
take the lead with their impressive craftsmanship of their instruments. Bobby Chouinard,
the drummer, is not your run of
the mill fast, loud bar-band
drummer. He is a musical
drummer in tune with every

Last spring, if you recall, an all
college picnic was held and it
featured four bands. One of
those bands was Pierce Arrow. I
can remember giving them a
good listen and come to the conclusion that they were good but
not hot. Knowing that you have
to have a hot show these days to
make it in the music world, I
really didn 't think they had a
chance to make it big.
Last week, I strolled on up to

BRUCE

Creation in West Orange to
catch
the
not-so-hot-group
Pierce Arrow and was pleasantly
surprised. Not only was Pierce
Arrow hot, they were "Red Hot"
playing many songs off their
newly released album Pity the
Rich. Their music is clean and
crisp and brought out through
the efforts of seven obviously experienced
musicians. Robin
Batteau (vocals, guitar, violin)
seemed to be the focal point of

other instrument on stage. The
group has two imaginative keyboardists in Jeff Kent and David
Buskin and Doug Lubahn kept
things funky on bass. (Doug can
be ·heard playing bass on three
Doors albums). Kent also plays ·
guitar along with Lead Guitarist
Warner Fritw;hing. Jack Sonni
smoothed things out on rhythm
guitar.
Their music is so new, cleancut and downright enjoyable
that I bought their new "Pity the
Rich " album . It has yet to be
taken off my turntable.
Terry McGuirk
Music Bo,x

WHO ARE YOU, THE WHO

SPRINGSTEEN

Play it smooth : just
pour Comfort " o ver
ice and have your own
roc ks co nce rt. Nea t! A
great perform er wit h
co la. ?U P. to nic. ora nge
juice. milk . etc .. too!

Nothing's so delicious a's Southern Comfort'!bn-the-rocks !
SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION, I 00 PROOF LIQUEUR. ST LOUIS , MO 63132

Long, Loud, and Boring. I
guess that's about the best way to
describe the Springsteen performance at Joh Scher's Capitol
Theater last Thursday night. Now
don 't get me wrong ... I like
Bruce Springsteen as much as the
next guy. He's good in the
studio, and he does write good
street lyrics. But on stage, he's
very loud, rowdy, h9arse, and
somewhat confused. It seemed
to me that he didn't exactly know
what was coming off at the time;
not knowing how to begin a
song, etc. As far as dynamics go,
he does jump around alot, into
the audience, onto pianos, etc.,
etc. ... But as far as originality goes
it seems that Springsteen copied
the melody line from a well
known Beach Bovs tune and
changed the words! 11 C'mon
Bruce, you can do better than
that!
fred Raimondi
Music Box

For all of the Who fans that
have awaited an album that
coul"d surpass Quadrophenia,
don't
hold
your breath,
however, Who Are You comes
very close. In the wake of Keith
Moon 's untimely death, this 17year-old quartet of British
rockers proves that certain
things get better with age.
Who Are Y,ou contains the reborn genius of Peter Townsend,
which all of us thought he may

have lost in the disaster LP Why
By Numbers. But do not expect
the same power that they used to
generate. The group plays well,
but after so many years something gets lost in the shuffle. The
fine job done by the Who on this
LP stems from experie·nce.
By all means, go out and get it,
and feel the rebirth of the "postQuadro-phenia" who.
John Scannelli
Music Box

REO SPEEDW AGON Great title; Splendid album by
REO Speedwagon . " You can
tune a piano but you can't tune a
fish " is full of fantastic lively
rockers like " Roll with the
Changes" and " Time For Me To
Fly. " These two are the kind of
tunes you just can 't help singing
to yourself over and over again.
The album is good enough to be
played over and over again

without getting bored and that's
quite hard to find these days an album on which every song is
better than the one before . It
seems that REO has a real winner
here. I personally feel that this is
their best effort yet.
Nancy Frank
Managing editor
Music Box

-
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Three weeks of school com- ' , drama as a form of communicapleted and the energy level o n
tion and it shows in the level of
campus is high. The brisk air
excellence and profess ionalism
which seems to be coming will
exhibited in their perforrnadd to the stimulating atmosances. One of their attendance
phere. Mail boxes are full of anworthy presentations is a comnouncements of new, exciting · bination Christmas and Hanuprograms on and off campus .
kah program which is lovely and
• • •
well-attended.
" Tire not of new beginnings ."
There are many theaters in New
Please make a note of An ExJersey and the new schedules are position, Business Ownership for
arriving . Celebration Playhouse New Jersey Women at Giants
in Cranford , N.J . has a full
Stadium in The Meadowlands, E.
schedule beginning Sept . 8th Rutherford , N.J . on Oct. 26, 1978.
through April 28th including Pip- With a list of prestigious sponpin and Equius. It is possible to sors and speakers, exhibitors and
save 20% by subscribing to a workshops organized to serve
series . The Playhouse also an- both women who are considernounces a New Jersey Public ing starting businesses and for
Theater Studio of Acting, the fall women who are already business
term begins on Oct. 7th. For in- owners, the registration fee is
formation about either of these surprisingly low - only $3.00.
offerings, call (201) 276-0276 or Save a space on your calendar .
272-5704.
•••
Channel 13 is giving us a gift
Another theatre, Pax Amicus, again
Twyla Tharp and
in the Flanders, N .J. area made D-ancers a mixture of
the news recently as the recipi- American popular dancing and
ent of a state grant. Pax Amicus Jazz on Saturday, Sept. 30th , 1978
also has the only separate Chil~ from 8-9 p.m . This follows her
dren 's Theatre with a building of performance on Wed. , Sept. 27th
its own. The director and the also from 8-9 p.m . which takes
crew are vitually interested in bluegrass as a musical point of
0

view .

•••

On Saturda y, Sept. 30th , 1978
the First Annual James Street
Commons Art Show will take
place in Newark, sponsored by
the Newark Cherry Blossom
Festival of the Greater Newark
Chamber of Commerce. Artists
are encouraged to participate
and art lovers are invited to
attend and enjoy a delightful day
strolling through downtown
Newark . The show will be judged
and will include oil paintings,
water colors, acryllics and sculpture . There are well over 100 artists already registered and the
list is growing. For further information , call 201-624-6888.
Personal: The activities at Kean
College are a constant source of
amazement to me. It involves
much planning by a good many
hands and presents many opportunities for participation. If you
have not been taking advantage
of the plays, concerts , lectures
and programs - make a note to
do so . Notices of advanced
programming are available in
Townsend at the Information
Table. Have a happy week .

The violinist wore no -socks or
an evening at the TPA
by Russell C. Stokes, Jr.
On Monday the 18th I spent an
eternity or what seemed like it, in
the TPA : I was to cover the Cecil
Taylor Unit that would perform
that night as the opening performance of the year, for the
highly successful Monday Night
1
azz Series. This is my story.
I arrived accompanied by
Dave Pleuer of WKCU Radio to
interview Mr. Taylor before that
evenings performance. The time
shortly before 5:00 p.m. ; Cecil
Taylor arrives shortly thereafter .
As reporters Dave and I waited
patiently to be granted an
audience with Taylor, we were
informed that Taylor was a little
mad and we should wait for our
interview.
The time 5:35 p.m ., the
equipment is being set up and
the musicians are playing their
instruments. We still are waiting .
The time is 5:45, we have
finally been told that Taylor is abbit nervous, about doin

Roll Call
(Continued from page 7)
will not, it is time to change.
I am editorializi ng, but tw ice in
the pa st I to ld you I woul d. But
you ma y be sa ying to yourself
wh y is t h is madman ravi ng on
like th is. He has been i nvol ved in
po litics in one fo rm or ano th er
si nce he was 8 years ol d . Yo u
would think that in 18 years he
woultl - have learned something
about it. He must know that it is
corrupt and that you cannot fight
City Hall , then why? My o nl y
answer to you is to quote an old
politician . I will not tell you his
name now, it will be the first two
words in next weeks ROLL CALL.
" Governments are instituted
among men, deriving their just
powers from the consent of the
governed . That whenever any
form of government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the
Right of the People to alter or to
abolish it, and to institute new
government, laying its foundation on such form as to them
shall seem most likely to effect
their Safety and Happiness." And
to this, " we mutually pledge to
each other our Lives our Fortunes and our Sacred Honor. "
by Kevin Perrine
In America, our Constitution
guarantees us the right to have a
fair trial if accused of committing a crime. That same
document
guarantees
American s the right to freedom
of press. There is nothing new in
these statements , however, a
recent New Jersey Supreme
Court decision seems to have
been reached through a judicial
process which had to weigh each
of the aforementioned rights,
one against the other .
This ca se involves a New York
Times reporter Myron Farber
and his rights as a journalist. The
case also relates to the rights of
Dr. Mario Jascalevich who is
currently on trial for murder.
Before attempting to illustrate
the importance of the Farber
case one should examine some
of the relative facts.
Myron Farber wrote several
articles in the Times about a
series of unexplained deaths
which occurred at Riverdell Hospital in 1965 and 1966. Farber's articles resulted in the reopening
of an investigation into the
causes of those deaths (which

occurred at the Hospital in
Oradell N .J.) Subsequentl y, th e
in vestigation led to the indictment o f a physicia n, a one Dr.
Mario Jasca levich .
Dr. Jascalevi ch has been on
t rial for over 30 weeks and h is
defense attorney cla ims that
Farber is in poss ession o f information which could help the
physician 's case. According to
the Sixth Amendment to the
Constitution , Jascalevich is entitled to · " ... have compulsory
process for obtaining wi t nesses
in his favor ... " This is why the
doctor 's attorneys have requested access to the investigative reporter 's files . Farber
maintains that his filed concerning the Jascalevich case are
confidential and he has not submitted them to the court.
These events have created a
very confusing situation . A legal
situation such as this may be
resolved by the U.S. Supreme
Court. Counsel for Farber (and
the Times) has stated that they
will request that the highest
court in the land hear their cases.
Obviously adamant about the
confidentiality of his files, Farber
is allegedly concerned with the
rights of reporters in the future.
If information is given to news
personnel in confidence and a
court can order the divulgence
of such information , then people
are going to be more reluctant to
supply information to reporters
in the first place . This argument
seems to have commonsensical
validity .
On September 21 , 1978, the
New Jersey Supreme Court
upheld a lower court 's decision
which requires Farber to turn
over all information relating to
the Jascalevich murder case. In
so doing, the · State 's highest
court has ruled that news writers
can be required to divulge confidential sources if a defendant in
a criminal trial (Jascalevich) ,
demonstrates a need for such information in order to receive " a
fair trial. " Such a demonstration
of need must be shown at a formal hearing to request tne
availability of a reporter 's files.
There has been no such hearing
in Myron Farber's case, even
though he has been held in
contempt of court because of his

(Continued on page 13)

Cecil Taylor Unit deliver energy-packed performance for the Monday night Jazz Series.

interview before his performance, but something will be
worked out.
The time shortly after 6:00
p .m., the Cecil Taylor Unit goes
to dinner. At this point Dave and
I decide to do the same . It shou Id
be pointed out, that in a rare
weak moment, Dave and I sampled the best that the cafeteria
could offer. Need I say more, it
was that kind of day, we had
finally reached the lowpoint of
the night. What else could possibly happen.
The . time 8 :00 p.m. The
Concert starts late . The audience
of approximately 250 people
waited anxiously for Cecil to
appear . At one point the
predominately
middle aged
and impatient audience started a
slight rebellion, which consisted
of a very poorly organized clapping campaign aimed to persuade Taylor to come out . It
petered out. The audience was
ready for anything, they even
gave applause to the violinst
after a finely played tuneup.
The time8 :30 p .m . Cecil Taylor
finally arrives on stage, along
with four other musicians. Don ' t
ask me their names, I don 't
know . I only know that all of
them were extremel y talented .
The drummer wa s fast but had a
tendency to play what he wanted
to play. The violini st ,- sa xaphone
player, and trumpet pla yer wer e
all incredibly talented . Cecil
Taylor has to be one of the most
experienced and talented
keyboard men around. The arrangement for the first prt:sentation was mystically loose but
well orchestrated. The trumpet
and sax leads were understated
. and drifted in and out. What
would happen next, I didn 't expect. Instead of being treated to
a number of selections, the
audience was treated to one long
arrangement that lasted for an
hour and a half. Don 't get me
wrong, the Cecil Taylor Unit
worked extremely hard and at a
frantic pace. Each musicians had
an opportunity to show what he
could do, but what were they
playing,
it
sounded
like
organized bedlam. The only thing that broke-up the monotony
were the periodic stro!ls off stage
by everyone except Cecil. About
a third of the audience had left, I

(Continued on page 14)

by Lynn Richmond Bowers
The Kean College Children 's
Theatre Series celebrated the
opening of their fifth season with
a delightful production of " The
Adventures of Pinocchio " on
Saturday, September 16th at the
Wilkins Theater for the Performing Arts.
' Formerly under the auspices
of Community Services the Children 's Series is now the responsibility of Robert Freeman who
considers the Series one of
Kean 's most viable . success
stories. Large, turn away audiences have made it necessary to
offer two performances 11 :00
a.m . and 1 :00 p.m. Season tickets
are an option that many parents
take advantage of -for it insures
their children a seat and cuts the
ticket price by half.
The quality of the selected

programs cannot be over emphasized. For it is the acknowledged purpose of the Children 's
Theater Series to culturally
educate as well as entertain . This
season 's highlights include : Oct .
21 , Hansel and Gretel , Dec. 2,
The Unbeatable Dr. Elizabeth,
Dec. ·23, A Christmas Carol.
A special production " Hooray
for me " is provided for the
young adolescent where he will
be able to share his thoughts and
opinions . A party following this
performance will give him the
opportunity to explore these
feelings with his parents .
The review of " The Adven tures of Pinocchio" is written by
Aleeta Lynn Schenesky, an
alumni of K.C. Day Care Center.

Last Saturday I saw Pinocchio.

It was a story about a wooden
boy.
Pinocchio has many adventures. He gets caught inside a
whale. The whale was very ugly.
He gets caught by the donkey
people too. The donkey people
turn him into a donkey. Their
costumes were black a·nd scary.
The fox had a silly tail and the
cat had a very squeaky voice . She
tried to rob Pinocchio 's gold.
The fox and the cat kept singing
the same song. There was an
instrument" that made a horse
sound klop, klop. Pinocchio was
very glad to get back to his papa
and become a real boy . .
My favorite part was the Blue
Fairy because she was so pretty. I
liked this play and would like to
see it again . The next play I will
see is The Unbeatable Dr.
Elizabeth.
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WOLF HUNT

By Ray Lago
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Homecoming Queen
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Nora Blandon

Linda Groschadt

The

The five f in alists
Contest are : Nora Bl
Anna Corbacho, and Kat
cording to their attitu
Appearance, Verbal p1
Awarenes, and knowled
college honors and awa
and enthusiasm. The cro
trophies to the runner-u
night, during half-time,

At Willian

William James Edwards Lee on the string bass . ..

Photo y Daniel T. Pyle
.• .And Consuela Lee Moorehead on piano with "ROOTS."

Photo b y Da n iel T. Pyle
. . .and Clifton Lee on the fluegelhorn • ..

Ph oto b y D an iel T. Pyle
The prominent Black poetess, Betty H. Neals does a reading from her collection of
poems, "Spirit Weaving."
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- The Five Finalists.

Photo by Daniel T. Pyle
a Baskerville

or the 1978 Homecoming
ueen
ori , Linda Groschadt , Theresa Bakerville,
rishbowski . The contestants were rated acin the following categories: General
entation and Communication , General
of current events, Campus activities and
community activities, and overall attitude
g of the queen, along with presentations of
will be at the football game this Saturday

Field ~n Elizabeth.

Kathy Grishbowski

Anna Corbacho

The residents
hall picnic
was more
than just
hot dogs and
harilburgers...

Photo by Ralph Abbate
Claude Kipnis . ..

Photo by Daniel T. Pyle

Photo by Daniel T. Pyle

. . . And his Mime crew. ..

• •• It also included good weather, volleyball, and meeting new friends.

Photo by Ralph Abbate
.. . Doing some very heavy theatre •.

.

- fhoto by Ralph Abbate

.. .Acting it all out, very quietly during their performance in the TPA last Thursday.
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Claude Kipnis Creative· Mime
by Dawn Shepherd
Without a doubt the Claude
Kipnis Mime Theatre created an
illusion that became reality to
the responsive crowd in the
Wilkins Theatre last Thursday
night, September 21st.
The first presentation called
"The Crowd" was a witty social
commentary about the future
(present?) when everyone is just
a face in a faceless crowd. The
ensemble , create this effect by
wearing white masks with an
eerie yellow light shone on
them . " The Crowd " shuffles
along in a mechanical dance set
to computer background music.
Especially effective is when a
member of " The Crowd " tries to
break away and is pulled back
into " The Crowd ."
The Claude Kipni s Mime
Theatre consists of three women
and two men plus Claud~
himself. Each individual is very
talented and is well-represented throughout the evening.
Claude Kipnis introduces each
skit in hesitant English; the
second of which is called " The
Party. " Claude does a solo in this
one which receives the greatest
amount of laughter the whole
evening. He mimes the ritual of

going to a party : fixing his hair,
ringing the doorbell and waiting
to get in, shaking hands with
almost everyone in the room at
the same time, and eating and
dancing.
Other standouts of the evening included : "The Circus " in
which members of the ensemble
mime an inept circus; " Fantasy ..

In Wax, " a tale of a thief fal lin g in
love with· a department store
mannequin ; and the finale
"Dayd reams of a Musician "
which
consisted
of four
movements: the first, courtship;
the second, country
romance; the third , movie star;
and the fourth, banquet and
tinale.

"With an audience like this what can I do for an encore, huh1"

Poetess Speaks To Sisters
The Co-Curricular Program
Board will present the widely acclaimed Black actress, Singer and
poet_, Vinie Burrows, in her new

one woman show, " SISTER!
SISTER I" on Monday, October 2,
1978, at 12:15 p.m . in the Wilkins
Theatre. Admission is free, there

is no reserved seating and all are
welcome to attend . Ms. Burrows
will also conduct an Oral Interpretation Workshop or, Monday, October 2, 1978, at 3 p.m. in
VE-118.
SISTER! SISJER I is a salute to
women of all ages, 'races, dass~s
and beliefs - a celebration of the
search for more meaningful
lifestyles and a call for women
and men to rejoice together in
the search which will eventually
enrich us all. This dramatic
collage will include selection
from Sean O 'Casey, Sylvia Plath ,
James Baldwin, Walt Whitman,

Susan Griffin, Okot p'Bitek and
others .

'l

BOB FASS
Radio Unnameable

Town se nd Lecture Series is
proud to present Bob Fass of
Radio Unnameable fame on
Tuesday, October 3, at 12:15 in
the Bookstore Browsing Room .
He will discuss in an informal leetu re/discussion format, his views
on the interr·e lationship
between government and the
freedbm of the media.
Pioneer of the mix, a technique for harmoniously integrating two or more sound tracks in a
counterpoint or overlay arrangement, Bob Fass has been
producer (at WBAI in New York)
of Radio Unnameable for sixteen
years. The continuing suce:ess of
the listener supported station is
due to his charismatic personality and unusual attitudes of
what the media should be and
do. He believes that the media
can and should be used as a
vehicle for two-way communication rather than as a unidirectional means for bombarding the
public.
The ·unrestricted, no boundaries format of his program
allows for versatility and listener
participation.
Each program
becomes a unique expression of
this interreaction similar to free
form art. One program will stress
modern poetry, the next a political question or ethical dilem-

by Lynn Richmond Bowers
Shades ' of the · Sephucler;
Count Dracula stalks again. This
time at the Paper Mill Playhouse
in Millburn. Farley Granger stars
as the skulking vampire in quest
of blood and bride.
Ted liller's pew adaptation remains fairly true to the Bran
Stoker classic. Set in a rural,
English insane asylum a young
beautiful woman , Mina, is wasting away from a mysterious
ailment. Her guardian, Dr.
Seward is confounded and worried for he is unable to diagnose
his ward 's disease. He sends for
an old school chum , Dr. Heinrich

Vinnie Burrows' unique one-woman "Sister! Sister!" will be performed on Monday, Oct. 2nd at 12:15 p.m. in the Willdns Theatre.

POUR MAN'S INN
476 Bloy Street
Hillside, N.J.

WELCOMES

Featuring
• Cable T. V. Sports• Tues. - Ladies Nite
• Sunday and Mqnday Football Specials
• Wednesday - Fraternity Nite
• Frosted Mugs - Jumbo Sandwiches
• BEST PRICES

ONLY 1.8 Miles from Kean

Diverse dance styles will be presented on Thursday, October 5th at
8:00 p.m. in Downs Hall.
The All-Nations Dance Com_pany returns to Kean College on
Thursday evening October 5th at
8:00 p.m. under the sponsorship
of the Co-Curricular Program
Board . Having learned of their
overwhelming popularity from
last years' overflow crowd, they
will be performing this time in
Downs Hall, Dining Rooms II and
111.
The troupe will perform in its
dazzling costumery and style and
will also teach some of its dances
to the audience.
The evening will begin with a
welcome from The Company
followed by a Russian " Hopak,"

His multiple talents have given
him roles on both sides of the
director's chair. He has appeared
on film, cable, television and in
stock and off Broadway productions. The intimacy and respect
that Fass has for his audience has
given hi')') a Pied Piper leadership and a reputation as one of
the leading innovators in the
media.
Please
encourage
your
students to attend this informative and enjoyable le~ture. It is
an excellent opportunity for
them to enjoy a dialogue with a
media professional.

Dracula ls Mellow

All Nations Will Dance

KEAN COLLEGE STUDENTS!

\

ma. Much of the music is live
because of his rapport with top
musicians and Radio Unnameable became a place for
performers to get together and
jam after a night's work. Names
such as Bob Dylan , Joni Mitchell , Jose Feliciano, the Grateful
Dead and Ario - Guthrie were
featured. In fact, Radio ·unnameable was the launchpad for
Guthrie 's skyrocketing career.
The day aHer Guthrie's live performance of Alice' s Restaurant ,
hundreds of callers asked where
the ' record could be found.
There was no record and Fass was
instrumental in Guthrie 's obtaining a recording contract.

a Jamaican " Flirtation Dance," a
Spanish
" La
Boda ," the
"L'Anime " from Africa and other
dances from Italy, the Philippines, the Middle East and the
U.S.A.
All the dancers are native born
and trained in their own countries . They have danced with All-Nations in Europe and South
America and are leaving shortly
for a tour of the Far East.
The All Nations Company has
already served as a springboard
for the careers of man~ of its
members. Tina Yuan, now a leading dancer with the Alvin Ailey
City- Center Dance Theatre, was

Van Helsing whose avocation is
the occult. Mina 's fiancee also
arrives with the intent of raising
her lanquishing spirits.
Of course, it is soon discovered that Mina is on the verge of
imminent vampirism. She and
the schizophrenic patient
Renfeild become more and
more entangled in the haughty
Count's web. Renfield in the
literal sense (his diet consists of
' tat juicy spiders) , Mina figuratively as she becomes more
transfixed and tr ... itorous after
each bloodletting episode .
The good guys armed with
Batswort garlands (no not garlic)
batswort, holy water and crucifixes save the dawn and the dame
in the expected knick of time.
The stage sets were grand and
authentically thirtyish. The costumes were lovely. Of particular
note were Mina 's ravishing
gowns and the velvet clad count.
The music and visual effects were
hocus pocus hokey.
Louise Kirtland as delightfully
befuddled as Dr. Sewards simple
sister Sybil. On the matronly
make for the sinister Dracula she
is the most believable character·
and genuinely funny. Lunatic in
residence, Renfield, portrayed
by Peter Marklin was an active
diversion. Mina (Caryn West)
and Jonathan (Roger Baron)
dressed the stage nicely as a
couple. David Salien as Heinrich
Van Helsing was impressive. His
imposing presence lit up the
stage and fleshed out the meager
plot giving it credibility and substance. Farley Granger as Count
Dracula was hurried.
Billed as family entertainment, Dracula is just that. The
kids will love it.
Student discount tickets available in student activities or call
the Papermill Playhouse direct.
for three years a performer with
the company prior to joining
Ailey. Berthica Prieto of the
American Ballet Theatre spent
four years with the company,
and avant-garde modern dancer
Kei Takei was first seen in the
U.S. as a member of All Nations.
In addition to the interest of
seeing this diversity of dance
styles, the audience also learns
much about native customs.
Each dance is placed in the

(Continued on page 13)
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EVE ON CAMPUS I
EVE (Edu cation , Vocation , Emdecision-m aking, t im e m anagem ent and e ffe ctive communi caployment ), a community service
tion. The workshops meet from
of Kean College of New Jersey, is
7:30 to 9:30 P.M . on ten Wednesoffering a variety of programs
days starting September 27.
this tall , including workshops,
For women planning new
discussion groups, conferences,
careers or changing old ones,
and individual vocational and
EVE has initiated a " Vocational
educational counsel in~ sessions .
Development Group:'' Five dis" Coping with Stress " helps
cussion meetings will help
participants develop personal
women consider employment
coping strategies through strucpossibilities, further education
tured exercises , relaxation techor future career development.
niques and small group discusThe group meets from 1 :00 to
sions. The six-sessio_n workshop
4:00 P.M. on Wednesdays startmeets from 9:30to 11 :30 A.M. on
ing October 18.
Mondays beginning September
"The As·sertive Woman " ;ind
25 .
"The Assertive Woman and
"Get Ready for College " is a
Man " are workshops designed
workshop for participants conto promote assertive expression
sidering a continuation of their
through group discussion, struceducation.
The four-session
tured exercises, role-playing and
orientation to Kean College
meets from 7:00 to 9:00 P.M . on · the use of videotape. " The
Assertive Woman" meets from
Thursdays beginning Sep9:30 to 11 :30 A.M . on six Montember 28.
days beginni·ng November 13.
' 'Management/Leadership
Additional information on
Skills for Women ," designed to
registration and fees is available
aid career advancement, emby calling the EVE Office at (201)
phasizes development of win527-2210 or by writing to Mrs.
ning
attitudes ,
successful
Mae Hecht, Director of EVE, EVE
Office, Kean College of New
Jersey,, Union, New Jersey. 07083.

Roll Call
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BETTY NEALS. SPIRIT WEAVING .. I
by Russ ell Stok es

On t he 19th of this m o nth
Betty Neals, a Kean College
alumnus, appeared in the Little
Theatre to present her first
published
material
entitled
" Spirit Weaving. "
Neals, an East Orange resident,
received her 8.S. in Elementary
ed. and Speech Therapy here at
Kean. She also holds a M .A. in
Educational Theatre from New
York University.
Accompanying Neals were
three talented and , yes, even
gifted musicians. They were
Patricia Akua Dixon on cello,
Gayle Dixon on violin and Hilton
Ruiz on piano; they compromise " The String Reunion ."
The music ranged from gospel
to jazz, as Neals gave strong
interpretations of her work . The
majority of the work was well
received.
Neals is an exceptional reader,
her works come to life as the
interpretations fold before the
audience.
Periodic breaks were well
provided for, by the fine playing
and singing of Akua and Gayle
Dixon. So many times poetry and

wa s " Spi rit Weaving." It started
off as a slow lingering selection
done by the String Reunion , ending with Neals. Tributes were
presented to Dr. Martin Luther
King f' Oh Many Don 't Weep" )
and also for the late Jazz musician
Rahzaan
Roland
Kirk
(" Giant Steps " ).
The show ended with a piano
solo done by Hilton Ruiz that
seemed to astound the
audience .
Jazz, Gospel and readings
done by Betty Neals and the String Reunion , made for an interesting nights entertainment.

readings can become- let's face
it, boring - but no t in th is case .
Auka Dixon ' s interpretation of
a " Change had Come Over Me''..
was done to · perfection . Her
voice was strong and pleasing to
the ear. This woman can sing as
well as play the cello.
For the first hour Betty Neals
and the String Reunion captivated, amused and entertained,
the audience.
The second half of the performance had a more serious
tone.
The first selection done by
Neals in this portion of the show

Plants, Terrariums,
Sand Art supplies
Bought out manufacturer. Complete line of glass bowls for
sand art or terrariums. Round , oval bowls, small and large
brandy snifters, much more. Colored sand , and exotic plants;
cactus, ferns, jade and more. Make your own terrariums or
sand art projects and SAVE. No minimum purchase.
60% off retail prices
Call 291-2481 after 6 p.m. Ask for Max .

(Continued from page 8)
failure to produce his files .
To make matters more confusing to us all, attorneys for
Farber and the N .Y. Times claim
that they have been denied " due
process of law" by not being
given the type of hearing which
the State's highest court has
declared necessary in such cases .
The phrase ' due process' is a
clause in the Fifth Amendment
to the Constitution of the United
States.
The question of due process in
this instance has been referred to
by N .J. Supreme Court Chief Justice Richard J. Hughes. The
former State governor has been
quoted by the Newark Star
Ledger as stating that Farber and
the Times " have not truly been
denied a hearing" since they
"intentionally withheld " the files
horn the trial judge."
So the dispute over reporter 's
rights may be resolved in the U.S.
Supreme Court if the high court
decides that the case deserves to
be heard there. A recess has
been declared in the Jascalevich
trial and only time and the courts
will tell how these legal issues
will be handled.

. . . to end all

weddings!

Dance
(Continued from page 12)
context of its origins so that while
motions may differ in manner we
soon preceive common bonds in
these many dances. What the All
Nations Company offers is a capsule tour around the world, a
voyage filled with knowledge
and entertainment for audience
and performers alike.

A ROBERT ALTMAN FILM

"A WEDDING".
{IMALJIMAO(TICAlON)U)

DESI ARNAZ JR. CAROL OURNETT GERALDINE CHAPLIN HOWARD DUFF
MIA FARROW VITTORIO GASSMAN UWAN GISH LAUREN-HUTTON
VIVECA LINDFORS PAT McCORMICK DINAMERPJU NINA VAN PAUANDT
(AND 32 ASSORTED FRIENDS: RELATIVES. AND UNEXPECTED ARRIVALS)

SEE YOU
TOMORROW

WCl/lW[ HOOUC(l

"'°°"'10.t.MOOIMCllDIY

TOMMY THOMPSON RODERT ALTMAN
JOHN CONSIDINE PATRICIA RESNICK,ALLAN NICHOtLS RODERT ALTMAN
0

RODERT ALTMAN"& JOHN CONSIDINE
@
Co,v'NGHT

PARK LIQUORS

• FINE WINE, LIQUOR & CHAMPAGNE •
DOMESTIC la IMPORTED CHILLED
WINES
FEATURING PARK'S PRIVATE LABELS

f

• COLD BIER • KEGS• SODA• ICE
• GIFT BASKETS MADE TO ORDER

FREE DELIVERY

Open Sunday

12-4 PM
Frank Lysick, Mgr.

617-9100 " ·
a2& CHESTNUT ST.,
UNION

(ii)., A LION'SGATE FILMS PRODUCTION
.(()LO,. OYD[WX[ 11

1970 M:NTICTH O MMY fOX

~.!a..~-~_!!!~I
NOW AT SPECIALLY SELECTED THEATRES NEAR YOU
-------MANHATTAN---------

CINEMA3

67th STREET AT 3rd AVENUE

(Guaranteed Seating)

PL9 -1411

69th STREET AT THE PLAZA HOTEL .
Telephone Reservations. 1Oam-9pm :
752-5959 or 752-7427
Tickets Held Until One Hour Before
Chosen Performance.

-------WESTCHESTER - - - - 8.S. MOSS'

--------LONG ISLAND--------

AKO PLAINVIEW

SUTTON

PLAINVIEW SHOPPING CENTER
SO. OYSTER BAY ROAD,
PLAINVIEW
(616~ 931-1333

CINEMA MANHASSET
2106 NORTHERN BOULEVARD
(Miracle Mile) MANHASSET
(616) 627-1300

"------------NEWJERSEY--~----

B.S.MOSS'

MOVIELAND

BERGEN MALL CINEMA

2600 CENTRAL MRK AVENUE
YONKERS
(914) 793-0002

BERGEN MALL SHOPP.ING CENTER
ROUTE 4, PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY
(2011845-4449

UARJALTO#2
260 E. BROAD STREET
WESTFIELD, NEW JERSEY
(201) 232-1481
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CCB DRAMA

{l'EfE n.RR\;

A NATIONAL PLAYERS
SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL

~a'9>,

in t he Wilkins Theatre
of the
Performing Arts

'O

~~

b

"ROMEO AND JULIET"

~ \•

Monday Evening, Oct. 16th
at 8:30 p.m.
I

and for an encore matinee performance

,,

"TAMING OF THE SHREW"

~

Tuesday ahernoon , Oct. 17th
at 2:00 p.m.
Come and get reacquainted with the Bard

· ~nJDRY T»RU FRlVl?Y

Free Tickets required

q:3()"TO 6:00PM

LOC'lTED IIU 7Ht STVDEnJT
CErui£R C.C 1'i I

Tickets available at the
CCB Office starting Oct. 2

( CONE 1111 Rf!JD SEE

!1)

Jazz
(Continued-from page 8)
wanted to leave too, but I
couldn 't for obvious reasons. I
was trapped, I felt like I was being held against my will in a pre60's
Greenwich
Village
coffeehouse-, without the benefit
of expresso .
Finally, abruptly, mercifully it
ended , as the band walked off
the stage. That had been one of
the longest arrangements (an
hour and a half) that I had
wittnessed. The audience or
what was left of it applauded the
energy-packed
performance.
One fan turned to a friend and
summed up the whole evening:
" It w:fs ~ike really penetrating" I
should have known what kind of
performan ce it was going to be,
the violinist wore no socks!

Tut's Tomb o;.. Kean
Campus
Kean College of New Jersey is
planning special programs on
Egypt to herald the Treasures of
Tutankhamen," a color-slide lecture series on four Mondays
from 7:40 to 9:10 p.m . starting
October 9. She will describe the
culture of ancient Egypt; the archaelogical detective work leading to discovery of the King Tut
tomb, and the thousands of artifacts, including jewelry and
household .:irticles, which were
found there. The· fee for the
series is $15, and registration
deadline is October 9. Addi tional information is available at
(201) 527-2163.
In December, A Christmas
Around the World Buffet Dinner
at the college will feature unusual delicacies not only from Egypt
but also from other lands such as
Rumania, Nigeria, Russia , Germany, South America and the
Ukraine.
The National Gallery of Art in
Washington , D.C. , will loan the
film, " Of Time, Tombs and
Treasures," to ~ean College for a
February showing spo nsored by
the Wilkins Lecture Series. The
film reveals why the Treasures of
Tutankhamen exhibit has drawn
unp recedented
crowds
throughout the country and is
expected to be the most popular
show ever displayed at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
To complete the year-long
program at Kean , Mr. Thomas J.
Logan , associate of the Department of Egy ptian Art at the Metropo li tan M use um of Art, will
present a sli de lecture in March
on the significance of theKing
Tut discoveries. Logan supervised the packing of the tomb's
priceless o_bjects in Cairo.

NOW. ..SAVE UP TO $11.50
ON RACE WEEKEND TICKETS!
A prix-packaged offer from your Toyota dealer.
l

Save up to $11.50.
The Toyota Grand Prix of the U.S. is coming to Watkins Glen , N.Y. ,
Sept. 29 - Oct. 1, and participating Toyota dealers have a limited
supply of race weekend discount ticket
packages that can save you up to $11.50
per person on general admission
ickets, reserved grandstand
seating and more.
No vehicle purchase
·
necessary.

·TOYOTA

Fast, faster, fa stest.
See racing at its best. A fast track, some of the world 's fastest
movers, driving the world's fastest Formula One cars .
The Official Pace Car
leading the pack:
our sleek Celica
GT ·Liftback.

Toyota sets the pace.

YOU GOT lT.

TOYOTA

When you visit your Toyota dealer,
see all his 1978 Celicas , and you'll
see why Toyota's the pace-setter.
At The Glen , and on the street.
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.Prom New Vot'_ks

-;op ShawcASE CIY~

\..

GLENN HIRSH - M.C.
JOE PISCAPO - COMEDIAN

JIM BROGAN - COMEDIAN

OVERTON & SULLIVAN - COMEDY TEAM
BILLY GARAN - IMPRESSIONIST
JONI PEL TS - SINGER
KENNY WARREN - VENTRILOQUIST

-. ~/

WHERE? T. P.A.
.WHEN? s:oo PM
TICKETS 4V41L4BLE C.C.B.
Tickets also available at the door
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Student Activities
Presents
the

Sept. 28
Donation 25¢

CCB Sunday Night Movies
Presents
"fel/inin-'s Cassanova-'-'

First Coffeehouse
of the Year
Anyone Interested In
Performing
or Just Having A
Good Time, Please
come to
Sloan Lounge
Thurs., Sept. 28
8:30 p.m. till

Sunday, Oct. 1
TPA
Admission: 25cr

A Student Activities Presents:
"A History of the Beatles"
October 4,
3 & 8 p.m.
Little Theatre
Admission FREE

Thursday, September 28, 1978
6:00-11 :00 p.m .
7:40-10:10 p .m .

Third World Movement Gospel Choir
Explorer Scouts in Law

PA141
)137

International Students Day
CCB All College Picnic featuring
Kingfish & Robert Hunter
Evening Student Council
Swing Phi Swing Fashion Show
Swing Phi Swing Disco

Downs Hall

2:00 p.m .

Annual Homecoming

10:30 a.m .

Annual Homecoming

Little Theatre
& Downs Hall
Other Locations

Friday, September 29, 1978
9:00 a.m .-3 :30 p .m .
12:00 noon
7:00-10 :00 p.m .
8:00 p .m .
9:00 p .m .

Clg. Ctr. Green
Alumni Lge
Little Theatre
Grill Room

Saturday, September 30, 1978

Sunday, October 1, 1978
6:00 p .m .
7:30 p .m .

Mass
CCB Film " Fell inis' Casanova"
25¢ admission

Browsin g Rm
W ilkins Theat re

Monday, October 2, 1978
12 :15 p .m .

9 :00-11 :00 p.m.

Co-Curricular Program Board presents:
Vinie Burrows One Woman Show
" Sister, Sister" free
Omega Psi Ph i Mtg.

Little Theatre
Mtg Rm A

Tuesday, October 3, 1978
12:15 p.m.
1 :40- 3:05 p.m .

,,

6:00-11:00 p.m .
7 :40-10 :10 p.m .

,,

Townsend Lecture Series Presents:
" The Government vs. Freedom of the Press"
Dept. of Arts & Science
IFSC
Latin Fraternity
IVCF
Education Curriculum Committee
Medical Technology Club
Circle K Club
Chem-Physics Club
Association for Computer Machinery
FASA
Council for Exceptional Children
International Student Association
EEO
EEO Office
Pre Law Club
Outing Club
Student Activities Fair Meeting
Sigma Beta Tau Meeting
Nu Sigma Phi
Nu Sigma Tau
Delta Sigma Pi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Delta Pi
Omega Sigma Psi
Nu Theta Chi
Sigma Theta Chi
Lambda Chi Rho
Zeta Delta Pi
Alpha Theta Pi
Sigma Beta Chi
Rho Theta Tau
Council for Exceptional Children
Circle K Club

Browsing Rm
Mtg Rm A
W207
W200
)101
H122
B109
)143
C218
CSW111
VE112
)137
)102
W400
T115
)103
)130
)131
Mtg Rm A
W209
W402B
W413

)136
)141
)142
)144
B208A
B224B

T212
VE207
VE211
VE311
T210
B222

Wednesday, October 4, 1978
10 :00
12 :00
10:30
3 &8
10:00

a.m.
noon
a.m .
p.m.
p.m.

NJ Blood Drive
Women Talk
Student Activities Coffeehour
SI A Film: " History of the Beatles" free
Recreation Club

Sloan Lge
Alumni Lge
Hutch Lby
Little Theatre
Mtg Rm A

-
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Classifieds
SERVICES
Want to ,:et something better? Profe ss io na ll y written re s ume s .
(; uaranteed Superior results. Conta cl 241-0535.

HELP WANTED
l'arl l'ime - Uays - Union area. Free
deli very & pick-up & cleanin g
typewriters. Must ha ve drivers
lice nse. Call 354-5578.
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The next Commuter
Coffee Break will be
Wednesday,. October 4
at 10:30 a.m. in Hutchinson Lobby. Free
Coffee and Danish.

APARTMENT
International Student Association
FH EE

A P A K TMEN T
AVA ILABL E
In Somerset Hills area, in exchange
for dri ving students back and fort h
to school. Kesponsible student
necessa ry. Must pay for utilities and
car ex penses. Keferences required .
I- or information please call 6471516.

MISC.
All interested Jazz performers who would like to
compete for a chance to play
at the "JAZZ SHOWCASE" on October 16 for
$$$, please pick up an application at CC143, CC112
or Call 527-2044.
Anyone interested in helping out the Coffeehouse
Committee in any way,
please contact Dave Meyers
in CC112. We need acts to
perform and people to help
set up and run the houses.·
Coffeehouse will
be on Oct. 11 at S:30 in Sloan
Lounge. The others will all
be on Thursday nights.

It's a New Semester.
A nother time to have an Internatio nal favored year.
International Student Associatio n invites all international students to . their International Day on Friday,
September 29, 1978.
Broaden your vision - Be Interna tio na l - T hat on the 9-2978 from 9:00 to 2:00 p.m . at Downs Hall.

Lonstitutions for all funded
groups of Student
Organization must be
submitted to Valerie Allen,
Vice President /
tomorrow by 4:00 p.m.
in the Student Org. Offices.
Failure to do so will cause
immediate freezing of funds.
/

We have had a buzzer system temporarily installed for the
use of handicapped students who need assistance entering
the Library. When leaving the Library, please speak to one
of our staff at the Circulation Desk to assist in exiting as the
system is designed only for entrance.
We hope that for the time being this will be of help until we
· are able to have a new door system installed.

Student Activities Fair
Music, Refreshments, Fun
October 18th on
Hutchinson Lawn
(;roups interested in
advertising themselves at
the Fair, please contact
LL 143 - 527-2044

Pre-Law Club Is Open To
New Membership
T he Kea n College P re-La w Club is holding a n organi zatio na l
meeti ng on T uesday, Oct. 3, at College F ree Hour ( I :40), in room J 103, in Hutchinson Hall. Any one inte rested in stud yi ng Jaw or worki ng in a ny legally related fie ld is welcomed .
T he Pre-Law club is open to all students regard less of major or
class ra nk . F reshmen especially encouraged to attend t he first meeting of the year on Oct. 3rd.
A new mem bership list will be crea ted and all execut ive offices
must be fi lled at this time. If you have any interest at all in the club
please a ttend this orga nizat ional meeting.

ATTENTION!!!

.
Membership invitations have been mailed to students who
qualify for membership in Lambda Alpha Sigma, the
Liberal Arts and Sciences Honor Society at Kean College.
Members must be majors in the School of Arts and
Sciences and have a 3.45 cumulative average. They must
have earned at least 56 credits and have attempted at least 32
credits at Kean.
Students who meet the above qualifications who have not
received a membership invitation should contact Dr. Freda
Remmers in the S peech-Theatre-Media Division, VE-412.

ATTENTION:

Scholarship Applications Now Available
•
•
• •
•
•
•

in Student Organiza tion Offices (CC I28) between 9:00 a.m. a nd 5:00 p.m.
Requirements:
Must have a GPA of 2.0 or better
Must be a full-time st udent (12 credit hours or more)
Must have accumulated 29 credit hours at Kean College
Selection Based on:
Activities involved in at Kean College .
Academic Stand ing
Financial N_eed
Applications are due in Student Organization tomorrow by 4:00 p.m.

MASS ON CAMP US

There is a Craft Store On Campus!

Sponsored by:
Catholic Campus Ministry
Every Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Browsing R oom
(Near Bookstore)
All students , staff
& faculty invited
to attend.
Spiritual & Material
Refreshments available
Please come & join us

Wall hangings - Jewelry - Beads
Macrame - Pictures - Pottery - P a inti ngs
Sloan Lounge - Student Center
Students Please bring in your
Crafts - sell or show

Hours to be posted
Workers Wanted?
Barbara Horning
Cha irma n 885-1692

Make extra money t
Sell yo ur crafts!
"Soo n suppl ies
fo r Macrame"

Applications for the Pre CPA option in accounting are available from the facult y secreta ry,
Department of Ma nagement Sciences, Economics 'and Geography, Room J309. The requirements for the option are as follows:
Students must have
( 1) been accepted as a Maj or in Management Science
(2) an overall g.p.a. of at least 2.5
(3) a g.p.a . of at least 3.0 in Management Science courses, incl ud ing grades of 8 or better in
Principles of Accounting I and II.
(4) signed a "declaration of intent" to sit for the CPA examination after graduati on.
T hose interested and eligible should secure the applicatio n. Ad visement fo r the progra m will
be scheduled during the week of October 9th through 13th. Office hour5 will be posted in the
department.

C'OUNCIL FOR
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
(C-.E.C.)
CAR WASH
We are having a car wash October I st from 9:30
a .m. to 4:00 p.m. , at the Townley Branch of the
Franklin State Bank on Morris Ave., Union. If
you are interested in helping us with this event,
please stop by the C.E.C. office (CC121) and leave
your name . If you can't make the car wash but still
want to help, any rags, sponges, soap or buckets
dropped off at our office would be appreciated.
Th1s is only one of our fund-raising programs to
benefit the retarded citizens of New Jersey. The
price is $1.00 per car. There will also be a bake sale
during the wash. Please help us make this car wash
a spashing success!
Every week we have a meeting at 1:40 p.m . m
Jl37. Night meetings are also held on T uesday
night at 7:45 p.m. in Sloan Lounge. So please, dare
to care and come give us y9ur support.
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CCB
in cooperation with the
Social Committee

The College Center Board

presents

presents

The First
All College Picnic
tomorrow

PETER GABRIEL
on
-October 9th
at 8:00 P.M. in the TPA

Music by
The New Raiders of
the ·Purple Sage
plus
Robert Hunter

Tickets go on sale

Music starts at 12 noon
In front of the Student Center
Free F~od
Free Drink

Monday, October 2nd ·
at 12:15 P.M. in the
TP A Box Off ice
"'

·
·
~ ·CCB
~
anui, SOCIAL COMMITTEE

coll
!)

.J

'q

ll

(rt

ainmen

Front

0 {' sruo £NT CENTER
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Soccer Team Is Off to a Rousing Start
by David Schwenzer
veterans are: Moses Alliowe
. Kean 's soccer, in an effort to stopper, Lenny Marino and Mik~
better last year 's 6-8-1 maFk, got
Torre, halfbacks, Frank Sanchez,
off to a rousing start last week .
fullo'ack, Wilson Aquirre, Tom
Last Wednesday they defeat- Durkin and Al Checchio.
ed William Paterson by a score of
Other key freshmen are Bill
7-4. That was followed by a 4-0 Whiting, Rico Petrocelli and Rich
whitewash over Stockton State
Pusillo all of Carteret. Tim Moron Saturday.
ris, Mike Junio, John Raltenback
Freshman forward Phil Anderand transfer Ken Boglen .
son was the star of Wedn~sday 's
This Saturday all - their talents
victory over Paterson. Anderson
will be put to the test in the
s~ored four times and had an asHomecoming
game
against
sIst.
Trenton State.
"We 've improved offensive" Trenton State is a big test for
ly," asserted soccer coach Tony
us. Lou Giglio, center halfback is
Ochrimenko about his 4-3-3 at- their playmaker. Overall th~y
tack (4 backs, 3 midfielders, 3 have a·good team . We' ll just have
forwards). " The three forwards to play our best. "
have b~en swit,hing in pos itio ns
SQUIRE SHOTS: Saturday's
and this has been confusing the
game will be played at Zweindefenses."
·
dinger Field and will start at 2:30.
Sp~aking about defenses, Then you will have enough time
Kean s 4 back defense was used to shoot over to Williams Field in
to perfection against the OsElizabeth to see the Keanpruys of Stockton. Freshmen
Montclair football game (8:00).
Ron Clark and Gerry Gilli ken
Early stats: Phil Anderson leads in
shared the shutout.
goals with 5. Al Anderson is
" Our defense is much better," second with 4. Al Checchio and
praised
Ochrimenko.
" Our
Lenny Marino each have 1.
overall play has improved."
Anderson (A1) and Checchio
Forward Al Anderson led the
lead in assists with 2. Squires also
attack with 2 goals, Lenni Marino shut out the alumni last Sunday,
(forward) and the other Ander6-0.
son also tallied for the Squires.
Coach Ochrimenko has high
hopes for this year's squad.
" Overall play has improved.
We have more depth than last
by Frank Whalen
year. We now have 20-22 players
Kean fumbled the ball twice
that can play . The guys are worinside their own twenty in their
king hard both mentally and
first
three ball posessions, and an
physically."
opportunistic N.Y. Tech football
Some of the key returning

·

-

Photo by Rick Friedman

Tom-Durkin (10) and Al Checchio (8) team up to set up a possibte shot on goal.

Early Turnovers Cost Kean

Oliveras Stars For Kean
Raquel Oliveras, a sophomore from Jersey City, has been
the only bright spot so far for the
Kean College women 's tennis
team this season.
The Squirettes dropped their
tirst two matches, 5-4 to East
Stroudsburg and 6-1 to Rutgers,
but Oliveras is unbeaten at No. 1.
" Raquel
is an
excellent
player," Coach Deane Kumpf
said , "and I think once some of
the freshmen come along we' ll
have a very good team."
" The girl Raquel beat at
Stroudsburg is one of the best
players in Pennsylvania, while
Sandy Silverblatt of Rutgers was
second in the state last year. "
Oliveras beat Marilyn Fiori of
East Stroudsburg, 6-1, 6-3, and

edged Silverblatt in a thriller, 0-6,
7-6, 7-6. The tie-breaker scores
were 5-1 and 5-2.
"She showed a lot of poise
coming back to win after losing
the first set, 6-0," Kumpf said .
"That's the mark of a good
player. "

Leslie Prosk, a junior from
Roselle, and Betty Petroski , a
senior from Elizabeth, play
second and third singles. Petroski was No. 1 a year ago.
Barbara Piatkowski (Linden) is
No. 4, while Carol Bishe, a
sophomore from Cranford is fifth . Jane Ulrich, a freshman from
Cherry Hill, plays No.' 6.
Kean will host Trenton State
on Friday.

Be a witness, enjoy the non-stop fun of soccer. See the n·ew
image of your Soccer Team Players from 11 different countries
rep~esent t~eir nations ?ackground of the sport. Blending exp_e rience with International flavor creates scoring and excitement.
Get Away and See the
Kean College International
Soccer Team
Bolivia , Brazil , U.S.A., Nigeria, Bermuda , Liberia, South Africa,
Peru, Italy, Ukraine, Ghana
Sat., Sept. 30
Kean vs. Trenton State at home
HOMECOMING DAY

But then QB Jim Handy was
team capitalized on the miscues
to build . an early insurmount- sacked back to the 14 yard line
able 10-0 lead, that eventually and a third down incomplete
pass brought the field goal unit
ended in a 23-3 N.Y. Tech win , in
on for Kean 's only score - comLong Island Saturday.
On the first play from scrim- ing with only 0:29 left in the halt.
The third quarter was charmage, Kean 's backfield lost the
hand fe on the football and a N . Y. acterized by a fiery defense on
Tech defender pounced on it in- both sides, forcing three turnovers, one by Kean and two by
side the Kean twenty.
N.Y. Tech .
,
Three plays later, N .Y. Tech
Kean received the ball in good
had to settle for a 23 yard field
goal as the Kean defense field position on their own 47
because of an aggressive defenstiffened.
Kean 's third ball possession sive series by their defense.
The offense, though ; f!cJmbled
ended up exactly as the first. The
"Squire" backfield coughed up the ball on a mis-handoff when it
the ball again inside their own appeared they were on the
move, relinquishing the
twenty.
momentum the defense gave
This time N.Y. Tech reached
the end zone on a 1 yard plunge them.
Kean 's defensive back Peter
and the score was 10-0 with 7:30
Kowalsky intercepted a Tech
to g,p in the first quarter.
The Kean defense, which was . pass on his own 23 and Clyde
on the field for nearly the whole Barnes recovered a Tech fumble
first quarter began to tire. The on his 40, but a punchless Kean,
Tech offensive unit mounted a 72 offensive squandered both opyard, 7 play drive that was portunities.
Kean had the chance to narcapped by a spectacular-over the
shoulder-diving 26 yard TD catch row the gap to 17-10 with about
by their split end, for a 17-0 lead. 6:50 left to play when they had
Kean put their first and only the ball on the Tech 9 yard line.
But as luck would have it on this
points of the game on the board
when tail back Derrick Brown day, Handy was intercepted on
scampered 23 yards to the N·:v. the goal line.
A demoralized Kean team
Tech 20 yard line and full back
Mark Hicks bulled his way for a ga.ve up another TD with 2:50 left
to play to complete the scoring.
first down to the Tech 8 yard line.

Fall

SCUBA
CLASSES
Tuesday
Oct. 3, 1978

Buoyancy
Training
With the
AT-PAC

This Week in Sports
I

football

-125

Saturday, Montclair State H {8:00)

0 p.m.

Soccer

Saturday, Trenton State H {2:30)
Tennis

.,.

-

Monday, St. Peters A {3:30)
Wednesday, Seton Hall H {3:30)

HOMECOMING
QUEEN CROWNING

TAILGATE PICNIC

-

Gym Parking Lot

Class

AT THE FOOTB"LL GAME
BETWEEN KEAN ANO
MONTCLAIR STATE

Organizational
Meeting

-

11 :30 a.m. till dark

Place: Williams Field, Eliz.
Game Starts at 8 p.m.

as part of
Homecoming festivities
Saturday, September 30th

PRIZES TO BE AWARDED

A 'Free

September 30, 1978

•
Come root for the Squires and

.

see the new queen
'

.

•••

Contact
' Office ·Of
Intramural Sports
Call Ext. 2229
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Fast Food Invasion Slackens, Colleges Pick Up Slack
by Helen Cordes
oft, too._ Food service directors
where Ha~de_e 's did the same.
" or use food to attempt some
tor Science in the Public Interest
(CPS)_ - Each day, hundreds of are finding properly-marketed
Reth1rikmg Fast Foods
nutritional educatiori?"
has assigned a small McDonald 's
Un1vers1ty of North Carolina- burgers and fries can account for
Yet the fast food trend has also
The nutritionists are gr urnhamburger the nutritional value
Greensboro stude~ts crowd rn ~ubstantial profit in cash facilities
inspired a controversy in the
bling the loudest about on-camof eight Saltine crackers.
front ~f two. particular school and an increased popularity for
college fqod service industry.
pus fast food services. The typical
The nutritionists, though , are
cafeterias, waiting in line when board contracts.
Nutritionists generally do not
McDonald 's meal , warns Dr.
arguing into the wind of the
they can ofte~ be s_
e rved quicker
But when the fast food chains
regard fast food as particularly
Jean Mayer of Trufts University,
chains ' impressive promotional
at a~oth_er din111g hall. The at- themselves move onto campus,
wholesome, and view the trend
"doesn 't give you much nutmachinery. At the University of
traction rs this : they 're unable to it ' s not quite the success story.
as alarming. Leonard Hodgson of
rition. It 's very low in vitamins B Texas-Austin for example the
e~t burgers, fnes, and ap_ple tur- When the world ' s largest
the Natinoal Association of
and c. It's typical of the diet that
neigh' borho,od
McDon~ld ' s
nove_rs while sit.ting at brig_ht red
McDonald 's opened on the
College and University Food Serraises the cholesterol and leads
tempts students with gimmicks
piastre seats and laminated Ohio Stat_e University campu~ in
vices, which oversees non-conto heart disease. "
'
ranging from free movies to
tables.
.
1974, cha111s began investigating
tract food services at two-thirds
Jeanne Goldberg alsoofTufts
album parties to free delivery At
. Meanwhile, the State Univer- campus franchising in_ earnest.
of all American Colf-eges, thinks
adds concern abo~t the lack of
Bemidji State College · in
srty of New York-Gen_
ese~ ~as But alth?ugh cha:ns l_1ke
the trend begs a fundamental
vegetation. "Pickles and shreds
Minnesota and at Seattle UniverJUSt remodeled one of its dining McDonald s, Hardee s, Pizza
reassessment of college food serof lettuce are not vegetables,"
sity, students have been given
fac1!1t1es. to resemble a burger Hut, and Burger King maintain
vice as a whole. "Do we feed the
she says. As for the fiber content
free french fries and free cups
chain, with a menu to match. The outlets on a score of campuses, troops regardless (of the food 's
of most fast foods: "There's when their teams have won big
fact
rs , the
overwhelming they 're finding a near-campus
nutritional value) ," he wonders,
nothing to chew on. " The Center
games.
popularity of fast foods is
location may be preferable .
prompting college food service
The Ohio State situation
directors
to
borrow some served as an example. Burger
marketing tips from the chains.
King and Pizza Hut joined
Students are, liter.ally, eating it
McDonald 's on campus , and
are currently employed in the
provide aid to other students to
T.he Kean College student
up. Fast food lines are getting to though
all three are still
realm of the computer profesfurther develop their programChapter of the Association for
be de rigueur at campus
operating , Burger King isn 't dosions. Field trips are planned
ming abilities. All students
Computing Machinery (ACM)
cafeterias, reads a recent report
ing well. Surrounded by clas- will hold its first general meeting
which will provide the students
interested in any aspect of the>
in Food Management magazine.
sroom buildings, it only does on Tuesday, October 3, 1978 durwith an opportunity to observe
computer world are welcomed
Of course, cafeterias have
well at lunch, and lags during ing the college free hour (1 :40the workings of a real life comand encouraged to participate.
always offered fast food on ocevening, weekends, and during 2:55) in CSS-103.
puter installation.
Meetings will be held on altercasion. The difference now is
school breaks.
By attending the ACM
nating Tuesdays with free re,'.\CM is a national organizahow they do it. "For years we
"Campus franchises didn._' t tion whose purpose is to provide
meetings, ~tudents can ask questreshments served at the conserved hamburgers. We just
mushroom," opines an industry a means for interested people to
tions, receive answers, and
clusion of each meeting.
didn 't market them ," says Joe
spokesman, " because
the receive and exchange ideas
Boeart of SAGA, a food service _ operators realized their success related to the computer field and
contractor for over 400 colleges
depended on heavier traffic and
to be made aware of the revoluand schools. " Now we have a patterns that offset vacation . tionary changes taking place in
merchandising program built
times. "
the rapidly paced computer en- (C-ontinued from page 2)
less than 16 cents for food out of
around fast food items. "
But campuses are still exten- vironment.
each take-home dollar, comThus,
about
16
percent
of
the
The "merchandising " mimics
ding open arms to the chains,
pared with 23 cents 20 years
national take-home pay was
The Kean College student
the chains in quickness and
because by leasing the space
ago." Butz asked, " Isn 't it about
spent
for
food.
.
chapter
of
ACM
accomplishes
accessibility. Typical is a cafeteria
they realize from seven to 20
that farm prices got a little
But, the experts point out, to
at Texas A & M University. Four
percent of the profits. And this these goals by providing activibetter'? " The statement circusuggest
that
the"
average
family"
ties
which
make
available
to
the
separate lines for burgers , pizza,
mounts up at places like the
lated by the Agriculture Secrespent
only
16
percent
of
its
takefried chicken, and sandwiches
University of Cincinnati, where student current information pertary said: "This material may be
home
pay
for
food
last
year
is
not
taining
to
the
computer
refated
serve over 50 students a minute,
McDonald 's doubled the food
useful to you as you correspond
an accurate assumption .
boasts director Fred Dollar.
sales at the union , and at industries . This information is
with people in your own state. "
provided
by
guest
speakers
who
The fast food concept is paying
Western
Illinois
Univer.sity,
The reason is that lower-inDepartment
reports
concome families spent a much
tinued listing the percentage of
larger part of their earnings for
take-home pay for food exfood than do more affluent
penditures through early this
people.
A
five-year-old
governyear before eliminating the
(Cpntinued from page 1)
ment study shows that family
figures. A recent report by the
Retention, Tenure and Promopointments are : Danny Lemberg
the Middle States Association
earnings have to rise to around
General Accounting Office of
tion Committee.
for Judicial Review ·Board ;
Committee positions approved
15-thousand
dollars-a-year
Congress noted the Agriculture
Finance Board appointments
Renaldo Stokes , Dory Rodriby Council: College Planning
before food spending as a share
Department had dropped the
were
also
approved
at
this
counguez, Betty Dixon and Ralph AbCommittee
Ray Parente;
of income drops as low as 16
food
percentage figures because
cil · session . In the past the
bate were selected to the ElecGeneral Education Committee
percent.
of complaints questioning the
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last weeks Independent. In the article
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"Trustees Propose to Purchase Pingry," the · reasons for the
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are still inoperable.

ACM Plans Jlirst Meeting

Statistical Death

Council -Fills Committees

1K CTVReactivated

ATTENTION ALL FRESHMEN
You are cordially invited to attend the Freshman Class
Meeting. Officers of Stuaent Organization will be on hand to
discuss various topics and issues involving the Freshman Class
including the election of Freshman Class Officers and
Freshman Council Representatives.
The meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, October 3, 1978, in the
Little Theatre located in the College Center Building at 1 :40
p.m . Also, applications for Freshman Class Officers are now
available in Student Organization Offices, CC128. Positions
open are President , (also an executive board member), VicePresident, Treasurer, Recording Secretary, and Corresponding Secretary. Deadline for applications is Friday, October 6th,
at 4:00 p .m .
If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to call Ray
Parente or V~lerie Allen in Student Organization, (201) 2896200. Hope to see you az the meeting.

Amongst
many
council
members the selection process
had been questioned. According
to Renaldo Stokes, " I believe
that most of the selections are
justifiable, unfortunately; the
senior class had a lot of people
who sit on Executive Boards and
could not hold seats on Finance
Board."
Also approved by council was
the reactivation at K.C.T.V. as a
funded group for the 1978-79
school year. A budget of $1 ,290
has approved and Al Molozzi
and Phil Cafasso will take the responsibility of . running that
organization .

Lambda. Theta Phi
Latin Fraternity
wi II sponsor
A Voter Registration Drive

1n the dorms tomorrow
starting 10 :00 a .m..
Volunteers will be appreciated

See Gus Garcia, Sozio 210
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